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Abstract
In this chapter we investigate effective proof systems for temporal log-

ics both propositional and first-order. The issue of effective proof systems 
for propositional temporal logic is much easier than for the first-order 
one. Partly because of this and partly because of applications we dwell 
on the first-order case much longer than on the propositional case. We 
prove soundness and completeness theorems for various effective proof 
systems and compare the program verifying - power of those systems.

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigate effective inference systems (i.e. proof systems or 
calculi) h for temporal logics both propositional (PTL) and first-order (FTL). 
The issue of effective inference systems for PTL is much easier than for FTL. 
Partly because of this, and partly because of motivation coming from appli-
cations, we will dwell on the FTL case much longer than on the PTL case. 
(However, the PTL case will be thoroughly presented too.)

An inference system h for a logic C is effective if the set of Kproofs is a Tur-
ing enumerable (or equivalently, recursively enumerable) set of finite sequences 
of strings. This restriction is motivated by the applications, but independently
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of that, Church [26] writes that any logic should have an effective inference 
system, and if h of £  does not satisfy this criterion then it is not really a logic 
(i.e. not an inference system for a logic). Church writes this on the basis of 
purely logical considerations. According to this opinion, the study of inference 
systems h°°, not satisfying this effectiveness criterion, when being pursued in 
mathematical logic, is a field of pure mathematics motivated by ideas coming 
from logic but not necessarily applicable to logic. All the same, these investiga-
tions can be very interesting and valuable. (This opinion seems to be implicitly 
present throughout the fundamental work the Handbook of philosophical logic 
[36]). Independently of this opinion, we focus our attention on effective logics 
in this chapter, because effectiveness is needed for applicability. This is true 
not only for machine implementations (even interactive ones), but also for ap-
plications in the human sphere, i.e. specification, documentation, or proving 
some properties (such as safety or fairness) of programs, systems, networks, 
etc., by hand. For more on general motivation and introductory material we 
refer the reader to Chapter 1. While this chapter is consistent with Chapter 
1, it can also be read independently, since it is self-contained.

2.2 On tem poral logic in general

2.2.1 Preliminaries
Throughout this chapter we use the general logical framework introduced in 
Section 1.2. According to that, by a logic we understand a triple

where

• Fc is a set or sometimes a class (called the set of formulas of £),

• Mod£ is a class (called the class of models of £), and

• |=£C Mod£ x F£, i.e. \=-c is a binary relation between models and for-
mulas (called the validity relation of £).

(cf. Definition 1.1. We note that more elaborate approaches to the abstract 
study of logics and related concepts can be found e.g. in [14], [17], [77].)

We will often omit the subscripts £  from F£, Mod/:, and [=c for brevity. 
The intuitive meaning (and reading) of “(Ad,y>) G [=”is that “the formula 

<p is valid in the model Ad” or “Ad is a model of <p” . As it is customary in the 
literature of logic (and is done in Chapter 1 too), we adopt the “infix notation”
Ad |= ^  for (Ad, <p) 6 (=.
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C onvention
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For an arbitrary binary relation iZ, (x,y) E R  and xRy  both abbreviate the 
claim that x and y are in relation R. xf l  y means that x and y are not in 
relation iZ, that is (x, y) (fc R. In particular M  ^  p  means that the formula ip 
is not valid in the model M . □

As generally done in the literature of logic (and also in Chapter 1), the 
symbol =̂, besides denoting the validity relation, will also be used, ambigu-
ously, for denoting other relations too, all of which, however, are derived from 
or closely related to this validity relation. Context will help to overcome this 
ambiguity. Our first examples for using f= for denoting relations other than 
validity are the following.

N o ta tio n

Let £  =  (F, Mod, be a logic, let E, T C F be two arbitrary sets of formulas, 
let K C Mod be an arbitrary class of models. Then

(a) K f= E is defined to hold iff K x E C f= that is iff (VM  E K)(V<p E 
E)M  f= ip.
We write M  |= E instead of { M}  [= E for brevity. Similarly, K |= p  
abbreviates K \= {p} for any (p E F. (Thus M  |= ip as a special case of 
the present new notation gives back the original meaning, i.e. validity, of 
the symbol \=.)
We read K [= E as *E is valid in K”; M  E as “E is valid in M  ” or 
“M  is a model o / E ” .
We abbreviate Mod \= p  as [=£ tp or, ambiguously, as |—ip. If |= y? then 
ip is called a valid formula of C.

(b) r |= E is defined to hold iff (VAf E Mod)(Af \= T = >  M  (= E).
Similarly to the conventions in (a), we write T [= p  and ip E to
abbreviate T |= {(p} and {p} E respectively.
We read T E as “E is a semantical consequence o f T ”. Recall from 
Definition 1.2 that Cfl£(r) denotes the set of all semantical consequences 
of T in the logic £ , that is Cn/;(r) =  {p  E F : T [= p}. □

In Section 1.2, the concept of an inference system for an arbitrary logic £  
is discussed. As explained in Chapter 1, the purpose of an inference system 
for a logic £ , roughly speaking, is to provide a formal, “mechanizable” tool for 
finding semantical consequences of sets of formulas, or for finding valid formulas 
of £ . An arbitrary inference system IS  determines a so-called syntactical 
consequence or derivability or provability relation b /sC  V(F) x F, where, for
an arbitrary set A , V{A)  denotes the powerset of A  (that is V(A) d= {B :
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B  C A}). Therefore, in cases when it causes no confusion, we call h j s  itself 
the inference system (instead of IS).

D efinition  2.1 Let C =  (F, Mod, f=) be a logic, and h C V{F) x F an inference 
system for C.

(a) h is called sound for C if for any E C  F and p  £ F we have

(2 .1)

Weakly sound means postulating (2.1) only for the E =  0 case, that is 
(h p  implies p).

(b) h is called (weakly) complete for C if for any p  £ F we have

(J— p  implies p). h is said to be strongly complete for C if for any 
E C F  and p £ F we have

(2.2)
□

Instead of saying that h is sound (complete) for £, we will sometimes say that 
h is sound (complete) for Mod (when the rest of C can be unambiguously 
recovered from knowing that Mod/: =  Mod).

We will make sure that all our inference systems are sound. Weak soundness 
is too restrictive for our purposes, but see, e.g. Abadi [2] for such systems.

Chapter 1 distinguishes two kinds of inference systems: Gentzen-type and 
Hilbert-type. Recall from Section 1.2 that a derivation rule or rule of inference 
of a Hilbert-type inference system for a logic £  is a pair (E,^>), where E is a 
set of formula schemata (called the set of premises), and p  is a formula schema 
(called the conclusion of the rule). One of the characteristic features of this 
chapter is that here E is always finite. When writing down such a rule (E,y?), 
we will always use one of the traditional forms: ^  or E h  p, instead of (E, p)\
moreover, if E =  {^ i , . . . ipk}, then we often write and xpi, . . . ,  fa  h p
instead of ~ and E h  p  respectively. One of the best known examples for such 
a rule is or -+ p \-  p, using the other notation (modus ponens). If
E =  0, then the rule is called an axiom schema.

D efinition  2.2 Let h be a Hilbert-type inference system for a logic C =  
<F...).

(a) By a h-proof for C we understand a finite sequence (po , . . . ,  p n) of for-
mulas from F such that for every i < n there exists a E C {pj : j  < i} 
such that E h pi is an instance of some derivation rule of K

(b) The inference system h is called effective if the set of h-proofs is decidable.
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(c) Let r c  F and (p £ F be arbitrary. Then T b <p means that there exists a 
finite sequence (<po, • • •, <Pn) of formulas from F such that for every i < n 
there exists E C {<pj : j  < i} U T such that E h <pi is an instance of some 
derivation rule of h or pi £ I \  If T h p  then we say that p  is provable or 
derivable from T. □

The main aim of the approaches surveyed herein is investigating effective in-
ference systems (and their semantical aspects too).

N otation

Throughout this chapter, we use the following notation: 
u) is the set of all natural numbers.
N = ( c j , 0, sucCj <) is the standard model of successor arithmetic with or-

dering (i.e. 0 is the usual zero, succ is the usual successor function, and < is 
the usual ordering relation on u).

If /  is a function (i.e. a class of ordered pairs such that {(z, y), (x , z)} C /  
implies y =  z) then

• Dom(/) d= {a : (a,b) £ /}  (domain of / ) ,  and

• Rng(/) d= {6 : (a, 6) £ /}  (range of / ) .

AB, for two arbitrary sets A  and B, denotes the set of all functions with domain 
A  and range contained in £ , i.e. AB  =  { / : we have /  : A — ► B}. □

Remark

The reason why (following the standard notation in set theory) we write AB  
instead of B A is that the latter is ambiguous for the following reasons. Recall 
that 0 =  0 and 1 =  {0}. Now, X1 = f {0} =  {(0,0)} ^  {0} =  1 =  l 1. 
Therefore for certain sets A and B  we have AB ^  “set of all functions mapping 
A  into B ”. Cf. [46] for more explanation. □

2.2.2 Propositional temporal logics and their complete-
ness theorems

First we define the basic (most general) propositional temporal logic PT we 
will use throughout this chapter. Let us keep in mind that a temporal logic, 
technically, is nothing but a special multi-modal logic. We will make extensive 
use this fact in Section 2.2.4. Our propositional temporal logic PT is a special 
instance of that given in Definition 1.8. The time frame of PT is the standard 
model N = (u>,0, succ, <) of successor arithmetic with ordering. We use three 
basic modalities, all of them unary. They are called next-time, always-in-the- 
future, and always-in-the-past, and are denoted by Q , □, and □ respectively.
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Sometimes we want to talk about all these special modalities (and perhaps 
some more special ones as well) at the same time. Through this paper, we use 
the symbols D and 0 for metavariables ranging over modalities. Recall from 
the literature of modal logic (see [20), [24),[42),[47), [94),[95]) that the dual 0 
of a unary modality D is defined as follows: 

Ocp = ...,[j...,'P for every formula cp. 

The duals of D and D are denoted by <> and <> respectively, and are called 
sometime-in-the-future and sometime-in-the-past. (0 is self-dual, i.e. -iQ-i = 
Q). 

Definition 2.3 The propositional temporal logic PT = (F0 , Mod0 , f=} is de
fined as follows. 

Let P be an arbitrary but fixed set (called the set of propositional variables). 
The set F0 of formulas of PT is defined to be the smallest set satisfying the 
following (recursive) condition: 

Cf. Definition 1.8. 
The class Mod0 is defined to be the class of all (propositional) Kripke models 

for F0 with time frame N, that is 

• ME Mod0 iff M = (N, V} 

where N = (w, 0, succ, ~}, and V is a valuation of the propositional variables, 
that is V : P --. P(w). Since the time frame of every model M E Mod0 

is the standard model N, we will sometimes refer to these Kripke models as 
standard-time models or standard models. 

The validity relation f= ~ Mod0 x F0 is defined as follows. First we will 
define the forcing (or "local truth") relation lr ~ Mod0 xw x F0 • We abbreviate 
(M, t, cp} Elr by M, t lr'P, and read it as "cp is true in the model M at time 
point t". The recursive definition of lr is given by items (1-6) below. 

Let M = (N, V} E Mod0 , t E w, and cp, t/; E F0 be arbitrary. Then 

1. If"' E P then M, t lr'P iff t E V(cp). 
2. M,t IH-icp) iff M,t lf-cp. 
3. M, t IH'P" t/J) iff (M,t lr'P and M,t lrt/J). 
4. M,t lrO'P iff M, succ(t) lr'P· 
5. M,t lrD'P iff M, u lr'P for every u ~ t. 
6. M,t lrDcp iff M, u lr'P for every u ~ t. 

Now, for every ME Mod0 and cp E F0 , M f= <.p iff M,t lr'P for every t E w. 
0 
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Besides Q, D, and D, we will use the following two derived modalities (i.e. 
definable ones in F0) as well: 

0'{> d~ <> D 'f> called "first 'f>(self - dual), and 

El'f> d~ 'f> AD 'f> AD 'f> called "always 'f>". (El is an S5 modality). 
The dual ~of G is called "sometime". 

Notice that, for every M E Mod0 , t E w, and 'f> E F0 , we have 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

•Mf=0'f> iff M,tjf-0'f> iff M,Olf-'f>and (2.5) 

• M f= El'f> iff M,t lf-EJ'f> iff M,u lf-'f> for every u E w. (2.6) 

Remark 

Modalities 01 and 02 with accessibility relations Rand R- 1 respectively are 
called conjugate modalities, cf. Jonsson & Tarski [50], [51]. Notice that our 
D and D are conjugate modalities. The presence of conjugate modalities in 
temporal logics is most typical. The first abstract (syntactic) characterization 
of such pairs of modalities was given in [50] and [51] (in algebraic form). (The 
syntactic form used in [50] is slightly different from the one, Kt(01 , 02 ), we will 
adopt from the literature below). Kripke models for propositional (multi-) 
modal logics were first defined in [50] and [51], too. These papers use the 
expression "atom structures" for Kripke models. D 

Remark 

We could have based our temporal logic on the irreflexive ordering "<" as 
opposed to the reflexive one :::; as the accessibility relation interpreting D. 
Both versions are present in the literature, e.g. Goldblatt [42]. In our case, 
the choice is not too important, since in all the fragments we will investigate 
the modality 0 interpreted by succ is available, and by using succ, < and 
:::; are interdefinable. More concretely, let D< be interpreted by <. Then 
D< 'f> +-+ O D 'f>, and in the other direction D 'f> +-+ ( 'f> V D < 'f>). D 

Besides investigating PT, we will investigate some of its fragments, too. By 
a fragment of PT we mean a propositional multi-modal logic, the modalities of 
which are some (not necessarily all) of the modalities Q, D, D, 0, El. The class 
of models is fixed to be Mod0 (the class of standard models) for all fragments 
of PT (and the semantics of our modalities is also fixed by Definition 2.3 and 
items (2.5), (2.6)). For example, a fragment of PT is the propositional multi
modal logic with modalities 0 and 0 only. In this fragment, naturally, 0 is 
a basic modality and not a derived one, since we do not have D (the meaning 
of 0 is defined then by (2.5). When in a fragment of PT we have a certain 
modality, say D, then we have its dual, <>, as well (since every fragment is 
closed under negation, by definition). 
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Fragments of PT will be important for us, e.g. in Section 2.3, where we 
will prove that certain distinguished logics of programs are equivalent with 
certain fragments of (first-order) temporal logic1. For example, we will see 
that Floyd-Hoare logic is equivalent to the { 0 ,0 }  fragment of (first-order) 
temporal logic, and that the Intermittent assertions method is equivalent to 
the {0 , 0 )  Q} fragment of temporal logic. See Theorems 2.45 and 2.46 in 
Section 2.4.

N otation

Throughout this chapter, a fragment of PT will be denoted as PTx where 
the subscript X  of PT indicates the modalities of the fragment PTx- More 
specifically, X  will always be a list of some elements of the five-element set 
{ 0 ,Q ,F ,P ,  S'}, where F, P  and S  refer to O, (future), O (past), and <S> (some-
time) respectively. Thus, for example, PTq f  stands for the fragment of PT 
having O and Q  only. Further, PTf o  =  PTq f , and PT =  PTq q f p s • D

Next we will define and investigate Hilbert-type inference systems for sev-
eral fragments PTx of PT. We will denote the inference system for PTx by 
\~x- All the inference systems given below are sound, and we will prove 
their completeness. In this section completeness is understood in its weaker 
sense (see Definition 2 .1 (a)), that is is said to be complete for PTx iff 
((= (p implies ip) for every formula (p of PTx- In contrast with the present 
propositional section, the issue of strong completeness will be thoroughly inves-
tigated in the first-order sections. We note that neither PT nor its fragments 
has strongly complete and sound inference systems (e.g. none of these logics is 
compact2).

We say that a logic C has the finite model property if we may restrict it 
to its finite models without changing the set of valid formulas, in other words, 
if every satisfiable formula is also satisfiable in some finite model. C is called 
decidable if the set of all valid formulas of C is decidable. In items I-IX below, 
we state and prove that the inference system hx for PTx given in the item is 
complete, and that PTx is decidable.

In the rest of this section, for didactical reasons we will introduce and study 
more inference systems than are needed in the rest of the chapter. W hat we 
will really use are the ones in items III-V and VIII. We note that the basic 
techniques used here and most of the results (especially those for the fragments 
PTf , PTq f , PTf p ) are known, and some of them can be found, for example, 
in Segerberg [95], Goldblatt [42]. In the proofs we will assume that the reader is 
familiar with such basic constructions as the generated submodel, p-morphism, 
maximal consistent set and the canonical model. These concepts can easily be

1By first-order temporal logic we mean the first-order version of P T .
2 A logic C  =  (, F , . . . ,  is called c o m p a c t  iff for every E C  F  and £  F , if E \= then 

there is a finite subset Eo C E such that Eo y>. It is easy to see that every logic having a 
strongly complete and sound inference system is compact.
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found in the first chapter of the following classical sources: Segerberg [95], 
Hughes & Cresswell [47], Goldblatt [42], van Benthem [20] and Burgess [24]. 
Nevertheless, we will briefly recall some of the basic definitions and properties 
inside the proofs, in order to make this chapter self-contained.

I. (F and P)

We start with the classical mono-modal logic PTp (known in the literature of 
modal logic as S4.3 Dum). The proof of the completeness for PTp includes 
most of the basic techniques and is built into the completeness proof for every 
extended logic. That is why this proof will be given in detail, although it is 
essentially a combination of the proofs in Goldblatt [42] and Segerberg [94]. 

Here is the inference system hj,:

• Rules of inference:

1. (MP)
2 . (NECa ) f t .

We note that wcon abbreviates weak connectedness, explained in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. The same axiom 5 can also be interpreted as expressing that the 
pre-ordering of the time frame is linear ( 5  has this effect only under assuming 
the other axioms).

Remark

K(D) refers to the fact that this axiom (together with 1 and the two rules) en-
sures that Kripke models provide an adequate semantics for □ as was proved by 
Jonsson and Tarski in 1948 (cf. [50], [51], [46] §2.7) by using boolean algebras 
with operators (BAO’s). (Here □ stands for an arbitrary unary modality.) In 
particular, 1, 2, MP and NECg yield h 0(y? V ip) <-> (□<£> V &ip) and OT. The 
generalized Kripke models (rediscovered by Lemmon) needed for the weaker 
modal logic without DT (and hence without the rule NECg) were also dis-
covered and provided with the corresponding completeness proof in Jonsson 
& Tarski [50], [51]. We will not need these so-called non-normal modal logics. 
(But it will be useful to know what part of the Jonsson & Tarski completeness 
technique using BAOs is needed for which kind of Kripke models.) □

• Axiom schemata:

1. (BOOL)
2. (K(D))
3. (ref)
4. (tran)
5. (wcon)
6 . (Dum)
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T h eo rem  2.1 The inference system hj* is complete and sound for PTjp , fur-
ther PTp  has the finite model property, and PTp is decidable.

P roof: Let <p be a PT ̂ -consistent formula, i.e. I/J* and let w be a maximal 
PT/^-consistent set of formulas, containing <p (see [47] for the construction of 
such a set). Take the submodel M w =  (Ww,R ,V )  of the canonical model of 
PTp D - generated by w , that is Ww consists of all maximal PT^ - consistent 
sets accessible by iZ-paths from w , where the binary relation R  is canonically 
defined: xR y  iff Dx C y where Dx = {0 : D0 E a:}, and V  is the restriction 
of the canonical valuation over Ww: for every propositional variable p, V (p) =  
{x e W w : p E x}.

From the classical literature of modal logics (see the previous references), 
we recall the most important property of a canonical model (and of all of its 
generated submodels), the truth lemma:

Truth Lemma:

For every maximal consistent set x and every formula 0,x ||-0  iff 
0 E x. In particular, A4Wlw \\-<p.

What can we say about M w? It is well known that the schemata ref, tran, 
and wcon ensure reflexivity, transitivity, and weak connectedness:

respectively for every frame validating them. All of them are canonical, i.e. 
they are valid in every canonical frame. Therefore R  is reflexive, transitive and 
connected, since M w has a root. The last schema (Dum) is more complicated: 
it is valid in those frames which enjoy the following second-order condition: for 
every x, y, if xiZy, then no infinite iZ-path x =  xoiZxi. . .  R xn . . .  exists such 
that xf* ^  x,+i and -*yRxi for all x,*. Clearly, (w, <) validates all the schemata 
of PTp, and hence PTjp is sound.

It is not difficult to see that M w is not a standard model, so we need addi-
tional constructions to satisfy ip in such a model. One of the most frequently 
used techniques for this purpose is filtration.

D igression: filtration
For completeness, we give here the definition of this construction. Let M  =  
(W, iZ, V) be a model, and T be a set of formulas closed under subformulas.
I.e. 0 G T ^  sf(0) Q T, where sf(0) is the set of all subformulas of 0. For 
every x E W  we define

Thus we obtain an equivalence relation on W  : x = r  y iff Tx =  Ty . We put 
|x| =  {y G W  : x = r  y} and Wr =  {|x| : x E W }. Note that if T is finite and
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has n elements then Wr has at most 2n elements. Now we construct a model 
M r  =  (W r,R r,V r)  as follows: Vr(p) = {|x| : x G V^p)} for every variable 
p G T, and arbitrary for the others. Finally, R r  must obey two conditions:

1. x R y => |x|i?r |y|;

2. |x|/Zr|y| => for every O0 G T, if M ,x  |(-D0 then M ,y  |f-0.

Every relation Rr  obeying these condition is called a T-filtration of R, and 
the corresponding model .Mr, a T-filtration of M . The main property of the 
filtration is given by the filtration lemma:

Filtration Lemma:

For every 0 G T and x G W, M ,x  \\-0 iff M r ,  |*| \\~0- Especially, 
when filtrating the canonical model: |x| ||-0 iff 0 G x for every
0 G r.

Another important fact is that every model M r  obtained by filtration is 
distinguishable, i.e. for every s G Wr there exists a formula Xs characteristic 
for s, i.e. for every t G Wr, t \\~Xs iff t = $. Indeed, one can take

Moreover, M , x |f- Xs iff M r , M \\~Xs iff M = In the same way, we can dis-
tinguish every finite subset Y  in Wr by the disjunction x y  of the characteristic 
formulas of its elements. At that M fx \ \ ~ X y  iff M r ,  |ac| \ \ ~ X y  iff M €  Y .

At least two filiations always exist:

the minimal filtration defined by |x|f?r|y| iff x'Rxf for some x1 G |x| 
and y7 G |y|, and
the maximal filtration defined by condition (2 ) above, with => re-
placed by O .

We have to mention another possible filtration, the transitive one: |x |# r |y | iff 
for every □ 0 G T, if M , x ||- □ 0 then M , y ||- □ 0 A 0. It plays an important 
role in our proof, since when R  is transitive, then R r  thus defined is indeed a 
filtration; moreover, Rr  is transitive, too. □

Now, let us come back to the proof. Let T =  s/(y>), and take the transitive 
T-filtration M r  =  (Wr, Rr,Vr) of M . Note that Rr  is reflexive, transitive 
and connected (if -i|x|/?r|y| then ->xRy hence yi?x, so |y |iJr|x |). Therefore, 
the relation R r  defined by |x|i£r |y| iff (|x|f?r|y| and |y |i?r|z |) is an equivalence 
relation in Wr, and divides Wr into a finite number of finite Rr-clusters in 
which R r  is universal. A cluster is proper if it has more than one element. We 
will investigate the fir-clusters more closely.
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D efinition  2.4 Let £ be an ftp-cluster. We say that s E f  is a final clement 
in £ if there exists x E s, call it an end of s, such that for every y E Wr, if 
|t/| G f  and xR y  then |y| = s. □

Dummet lemma: Every proper non-last .ftp-cluster has a final element.
Proof of Dummet lemma: We will introduce a new relation ftf  in Wr'. for 
s ,t  E Wp, s f t^  iff (Vx E s)(3y E i)xRy. It is easy to check that ft^ is 
also reflexive, transitive and connected, moreover, ft? C f t p .  Defining the 
corresponding R?-generated equivalence relation Rf_, we obtain a finite chain 
of finite R f -clusters such that every R f -cluster is included in some ftp-cluster, 
i.e. every ftp-cluster consists of a finite chain of ft^-clusters.

Now we will show the following equivalence: the existence of a final element 
in an ftp-cluster £ means that the last ftf  -cluster in £ is a singleton and consists 
of this final element.

Indeed, if a final element | / |  with an end /  exists in f , then it is in the last 
ft^-cluster in £ which must be a singleton, because of the following. Suppose 
\f\R*t for some t E £. Then for some y E /fty , hence t = \y\ = |/ | .

Vice versa, if the last ft^-cluster in £ is a singleton {$}, then s is a final 
element in f , because of the following. Let t belong to the last but one ft^- 
cluster of f  (it exists since £ is proper). Then -*s RH, hence for some /  E s, 
-i/fty  for every y E t. Then /  is an end of s: first, y R f  for every y E t because 
of connectedness of ft; now if fR x  and |x| E £ then |x| =  s, otherwise \x \ R H ,  

hence xR y  for some y E and then /fty , which is a contradiction.
Now we are ready to prove the Dummet lemma. Let £ be a proper non-

last ftp-cluster. Suppose there are two elements s and t in the last ft-cluster 
of £. Let Xs be the characteristic formula of s. Take an element u from the 
ftp-cluster immediately following £. Then -inftps, hence for some □ 0 E I \  
u |(-E0, and s \Jf-D0. Then t \jf-D0 as well, since otherwise t H-DIII0, and 
tR rs  implies s |[- □ 0. Denote a = \s  V □ 0. Then the following hold:

1. for every x E s, x | | - a ;
2. for every x E i, x |](-ct} and hence x I^Dc*;
3. for every |x| in an ftp-cluster following £, x \\-a  (because uftp|x|);
4. for every x E t, x |J-0  □ a (since sR*u => tR ?u).

But then for any set x E x [^O □ a —► □ a, hence by (Dum), x | |- 0 ( 0 ( a  —► 
□ a) A -»a), i.e. for some y such that xRy, y ||- D(a —► □ a) and y ||— «a. Then 
|t/| must belong to £, and hence |t/|ftps. Then s |f-a  D a, so s H-Da, but 
then t |[-a , which is a contradiction. Dummet lemma is proved. □

Using the Dummet lemma, we are able to unwind all but the last ftp- 
clusters into finite chains of elements, preserving the truth lemma. For every 
proper non-last ftp-cluster f  with a final element we take an arbitrary linear 
ordering <£ of the elements of £ with a greatest element /^. Thus we obtain a
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finite “balloon” M fr = (Wr, <, Vt), where s < t iff either the Rr-cluster of s 
precedes that of f, or both s and t belong to the last cluster, or both s and t 
belong to a non-last cluster (  and s < (t. Three observations on M 'r  complete 
the proof:

1. Truth lemma: For every s G Wr and 0 G T, M r , s  \\-0 iff A fp,s \\-0.
The proof is by induction on 0, and the crucial step is for 0 = □ (pro-
vided the assertion holds for VO* Since < is included on Rr, if M y , s  |f- 
□ Vs then A (p,s Let now Mr>s If s belongs to the last
iZr-cluster or to a singleton cluster, then <-successors and iZp-successors 
of s coincide, and trivially M 'v, s ]](- □ if>. Assume that s belongs to a non-
last proper ifr-cluster £ with a final element | / |  with an end / .  Then 
A fr, | / |  l^ □ Vs since otherwise A4r> | / |  |h D D and hence M r , s ||- □ ip. 
So by filtration lemma, □ tp £  / ,  hence if> £ x for some x such that fR x .  
Then either |x| =  | / |  or \x\ belongs to a cluster following f . In both cases 
s < |x|, and M r, \x\ hence M'v , \x\ ]](-rp, so M'T,s  Thus, in
particular, Afp, |w| ||-<p.

2 . Afp is a model for PT^, since the underlying frame validates the ax-
iom schemata. So, every PT^-consistent formula is satisfied in a finite 
PTjr-model, i.e. PT^ has the finite model property and, being finitely 
axiomatized, is decidable.

3. Finally, to show completeness, it is sufficient to observe that Afp is a p- 
morphic image of a standard PT^-model. Indeed, let the last iZp-cluster 
in A fr be rj = {so, • • •, Sfc-i}, and let the elements of Wr not in 77 and 
ordered by < be to, • • • Then the mapping 7r : cj — ► Wr defined by

n(n) = (  tn ’ i f " - mv } |  si, where t  is the remainder of n modulo k , otherwise

is a p-morphism from (u;, <) onto (W r , <), which means:

• for every i, j  G u;, i < j  => 7r(i) < 7r(j),
• for every i G u, s G Wr, 7r(i) < s ^  s =  w(j) for some j , such that 

i < j .

Then the model (w,<,K),  where V(p) =  7r“ 1 (Vr(p)) verifies (p at any 
n G 7r“ 1 (|u;|) due to Segerberg’s well-known theorem (see [95] or [47]). 
We completed the proof of Theorem 2.4. □

Let us notice without proof that the logic PTp can be axiomatized as 
PTf  with □ replaced by □, and the Dummet schema (Dum) replaced by 
the stronger Grzegorczyc schema (cf. [94]):
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II. (OF)

Now we enrich PTf  with the modality O  (next-time), and thus obtain the 
logic PT o f - It is axiomatized as follows (cf. Goldblatt [42]):

•  Axiom schemata:

•  Rules of inference:

1 . (MP), (NECd) and
2 - (NECq ) ^ .

It turns out that all dropped schemata of hF : ref, tran, wcon, and Dum are 
provable in PTq f  (see [42]) so PTq f  is indeed an extension of PT f -

T heo rem  2 . 2  I~q F is complete and sound for PTq f , and PTq f  is decidable.

Sketch o f th e  proof: We follow the schema of the proof of Theorem 2.1 with 
some necessary changes:

1. We start again with an arbitrary PTQF-consistent formula some max-
imal PTQF-consistent set w containing <p, and the submodel M w =  
(Ww , sttcc, R, V) of the canonical PTQF-model, D-generated by w , where
succ has the canonical definition: (x succ y) iff succ(x) d= {6 : €
x } C y. It is easy to see that succ is a function and is included in R  (use 
the derivable schema OQ<p —► O <p).

2. We take the minimal T-filtration succr of succ, where

The following lemma gives us an appropriate T-filtration of R,

Ancestral lemma ([42]): If succr is a T-filtration of succ, then its reflexive and 
transitive closure succp is a T-filtration of R.

Proof of ancestral lemma: We have to check conditions (1 ) and (2) of filtration.

1. (BOOL)
2. (K (□))
3- (K (O ))
4. (fxtn0 )
5. (mix)
6 . (indd)
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1. Let xRy. In order to show |x|swccp|y|, we consider the set Sx =  {s £ 
Wr : |a:|swccp}.
Let x  be the characteristic formula of SXi i.e. for every u £ Wwj x  € u iff 
|u| € Sx . We will show that D(x —♦ Ox) € x - Indeed, let xRu  and x ^ u - 
Then \u\ £ SXi hence |:r|swccp|tt|, i.e. |x|swccp|u| for some n > 0. Now, 
(ti succ z) implies |tt|swccp|z|, hence |;r|swcc£+1 |z|, so \z\ £ Sx , whence 
X € z. Now by (indo), x  —► a X € *» and x € since |x| G S*, hence 
D X ^ « => X € y, SO y G S*.

2. We will show that for every n > 0, |x|swccp|y| implies D0 G y for every 
□ 0 G x f l T .  Induction by n: the case n =  0 is trivial; assume the 
statement holds for some n, and that |x|swcc£+1 |y|. Then for some z, we 
have \x\succ^\z\succr\y\. Let O0 £ xflT. Then □ 0 £ z, hence O & 0  € z 
by (mix), and O D 0  £ T as well. But then \z\ | | - O n 0> hence \y\ |(-D0, 
so □ 0 G y.

Now, if |x|swccp|y|, then for some n > 0, |x|swccp|y|, whence if D0 £ x D T, 
then □ 0 G y, so 0 £ y. Ancestral lemma is proved. □

Thus we have a T-filtration ftp =  sweep of fZ, which is reflexive, transitive, 
connected, and fitting to the T-filtration of succ.

3. As in Theorem 2.1, we prove the Dummet lemma for f?p. However, when 
unwinding the fZr-clusters, we have to take care about sweep. The prob-
lem is that it is not necessarily a function. But the following observation 
will help us:

For every x £ Ww and € % fl T, 3y(|x|swccp|y| and 0 £ y) iff 
Vy(|x|swccp|y| —* 0 £ y). To see this, let |x|swccp|y| for some y (such 
a y exists, so the “if direction” is trivial). Then (x ' sweep j/)  for some 
x* € M, yf € |y|. Suppose 0 g y. Then 0 g y ' = > - i 0 £ y / => O""^
-»O 0  € by (funo) =>■ => which is a contradiction.
This observation shows that in order to ensure the truth lemma, every 
element of Wr needs only one sweep-successor, and any of them works. 
Thus we are ready to unwind.

Take a non-last, proper .ftp-cluster £, and order its elements s i , . . . ,  s*, 
putting the final element at the end. For every i =  1, . . . ,  k — 1 there exists 
a sweep-path s,- sweeps* sweep.. .sj^swccrSi+i (the elements may appear 
in these paths in many copies). Filling in the sequence s i , . . . ,  s* into 
these paths, we obtain a finite sweep-sequence containing all elements of 
f . We do the same with all proper ftp-clusters, and in the last one also 
connect, by a sweep-path, the end with the beginning, and thus obtain 
a sweep-cycle there. The result is a finite balloon M ! =  (W ',S ,S*, V7), 
where S  is the successor relation in this balloon, S* is the reflexive and 
transitive closure of S', and Vf(p) consists of all copies of elements from
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Vr(p). Note that the underlying frame of M ! validates all schemata of 
PTo f , and hence M ! is a PToF-model. As in Theorem 2.1, we prove 
the following:

Truth lemma: For every 0 G T and s G Wr, A4r,s \\-0 iff M ',s*  ||-0  for 
any copy s' of s. Thus we obtain a finite PTQF-niodel satisfying y?, which 
proves the finite model property, and hence the decidability of PTq f -

4. Finally we cut the 5-cycle in M ! at any point, and repeat it finitely 
many times, thus obtaining a standard PTQF-model, mapped by a p- 
morphism (in the language of PTq f ) onto M ! . This last model satisfies 
(p, which gives completeness of PTq f - With this, the proof of Theorem 
2 . 2  is completed. □

III . (© O  F)

The next enrichment of the logic is adding the modality © (first) referring 
to the first moment of the time - the zero. Here is the inference system I“q o f :

•  Axiom schemata: those of I- q F augmented with

•  Rules of inference:

1 . (MP), (NECd) (NECq ) and
2 . (NEC©)

Let us notice that the induction principle (©y>AD(y? —► O ^)) —1► V> is derivable 
by Pq o f > 8 5  we^ 815 schemata © □ <p —> (p and O ®<p —► ©̂ >, which will be
used below.

T heo rem  2.3 Pq q / ’ is complete and sound for PT0 o f , and PT0 q f  is de-
cidable.

Sketch o f th e  proof:

1. Let w be a maximal PT0 QF-consistent set containing a fixed PT0 q f -
consistent formula <p. Denote z d= © w = {0 : ©0 G u;}. The schema 
(fun0 ) ensures that z is a maximal PT0 oF-consistent set. Now we take 
the submodel M z =  (Wz , f s t , succ, R, V) of the canonical PTQF-niodel 
□-generated by 2r, where f s t , succ, and R  are canonically defined accord-
ing to the modalities ©, an<I D- Then the following hold:

7. (K(©))
8 . (fun0 )
9. (first)

1 0 . (const)
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• w E Wz, since if 0 E □ z then □ 0 Ez = > ’© O 0 G w = > 0 G w ;  hence 
Oz C w.

•  For every x E Wz, ©a? =  ©w = z. Indeed, R  is connected as we 
have already noticed, so either Ox C w o t O w C x . Both cases 
are analogous, so we may assume Ox C w. Then, if 0 E ©£ then 
0)0 € x = > 0  0)0 £x=> 0)0 € w = > 0 £  Qw. Thus 0)x C ©tu, hence 
©x =  ©w, because ©« is a maximal set.

2. From now on we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. We have to 
notice only that, after a T-filtration, \z\ will belong to the first iZp-cluster, 
and we can unwind this cluster starting from |z|, and thus ensuring \z\ 
is the zero of the obtained baloon. This will verify the inductive step for 
0)0 in the truth lemma. □

IV. (©O)

Now we will consider the fragment PTq q  =  PTo of PTq q f , namely the 
logic with modalities © and Q  only. This fragment will play a central role in 
the computer science applications.

•  Axiom schemata:

• Rules of inference:

1 . (MP), (NEC0 ), (NECq ), and
2 . (induction rule) ^ 0 ^ 1 ,

T heorem  2.4 hq q  is complete and sound for PTq q , and PTq q  is decidable.

Sketch o f th e  proof: Let w be a maximal PTo-consistent set containing a
PTo-consistent formula <p. We take, as before, z d= © w = {0 : 0)0 E w}. z 
is a maximal PTo-consistent set. Now we take the canonical submodel Ado = 
(W\o, f s t , succ, Vo) 0 "S enerated from {z, w}. Note that every element x E Wo 
is either of the form succnz or of succnw for some n £ u .  In both cases ©a: =  z, 
because of the following. Suppose x = succnw. We prove ©a? =  z . Let ^  € ©£ 
be arbitrary. Then ©V> G x implies Q n 0 ^ ^  hence ©^ G w , whence ip E z

1. (BOOL)
2. (K (©))
3- ( K( O) )
4. (fun©)
5. (funQ)
6 . (con'0 )
7. (c°n©)
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(by con0 + Neco(I- on-1(0<p +-+ 0 0 <p)) + K(I- on-l 0 <p +-+ On 0 <p)). 
Let t/J E z. Then 01/J E w implies on 0 t/J E w, hence Ot/J E z, whence 
t/J E Oz (by nec+K+con()). If z = succnw and 01/J E z, then on 0 t/J E w 

and 1-~0 On 0 t/J +-+ 01/J by (con0), hence 01/J E w, i.e. t/J E z, so 0z ~ z, 
whence 0z = z. If z = succnz and 0<p E z, then On 0 <p E z, hence 0<p E z. 
Therefore 0 0 <p E w, so 0<p E w by (con0), i.e. <p E z, and again 0z ~ z. 

Thus we obtain a non-standard model (because it might be the case that 
w is not succnz for any n E w) of PTo, which satisfies <pat w. 

Now we shall show that <p is satisfied in a standard model. Let d( <p) denote 

the modal depth of <p defined as follows. d(p) d~ 0; d(-ia) d~ d(a); d(a A 

{J) d~ maz(d(a),d({J)); d(Oa) d~ d(0o:) d~ d(a) + 1. Suppose d(<p) = n. 
Consider a valuation V in (w, 0, succ} defined as follows. 

V(p) d~ {m: succmz E Vo(p), 0 $ m $ n} U 
{m: succm-(n+l)w E Vo(p), n < m}. 

Thus we obtain a standard model M = (w, 0, succ, V}. We shall prove that for 
every formula t/J such that d( t/J) = k $ n, 

M, m H-t/J iff Mo, succm z lrt/J for 0 $ m $ n - k, and 

M, m lr t/J iff Mo, succm-(n+i)w lr t/J for n < m. (2.7) 

We use induction on d( t/J). 

(a) If d(t/J) = 0 then (2.7) follows from the definition of V. 

(b) Assume that, for every 0 with d( 0) < k, (2. 7) holds, and that d( t/J) = k. 

Clearly, it is enough to prove (2.7) for the cases t/J = 00 and t/J = 00. 
When t/J = 00, then M,m lrt/J iff M,O lrO iff Mo,z lrO by the induction 

hypothesis, which holds iff Mo, z lrt/J for any z E Wo. 
Let t/J = OO. If O $ m $ n - k, then M, m lrt/J iff M, m + 1 lrO iff 

Mo, succm+i z lrO (by the induction hypothesis, since d(O) = k-1 and m+l $ 
n - (k - 1)) iff Mo, succm z lr t/J. The case n < m is even easier. 

The induction is completed. In particular' M' n + 1 I r <p. Completeness is 
proved. Decidability follows from the decidability of the next system PT 0 os, 
which is a conservative extension of PTo. D 

It might be of interest to note that the induction rule of 1-~0 was not 
used in the proof of the ("weak") completeness Theorem 2.4of1-~0 (above). 
The reason why we do not omit this rule from 1-~0 despite its irrelevance 
for Theorem 2.4 is the following. As mentioned before, since propositional 
temporal logics (PTis) are not compact, we restrict our attention to weak 
completeness investigations, i.e. to theorems of the form 

r 1= 'P iff r 1- 'P (2.8) 
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but restricted to the case when T = 0. (Cf. Definition 2.1a & b.) Strong 
completeness would mean (2.8) for arbitrary T and <p. We know that strong 
completeness fails by failure of compactness. However, there is an intermediate 
property called “medium completeness” . Medium completeness means (2.8) 
restricted to finite Ts. It is at this point where we need the induction rule. 
Namely, there are formulas 7 , (p of PTq q  such that 7  (= tp in the sense of 
Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 (i.e. in every Kripke model M  with M  \= 7  we have 
M  y?), but 7  \f <p if h is obtained from Hq q  by deleting the induction rule. 
That is, though we do not need the induction rule for deriving validities like 
|= y>, we do need it when deriving one nonlogical theorem from another. That 
is, this rule is needed when we use Kq q  as a binary (syntactical consequence) 
relation instead of only as a unary theoremhood relation. This usage of h^Q 
will be crucial to its first - order temporal logic application, and even more to 
its computer science applications.

O pen  problem

Is l~0 Q medium complete for PTq q ? (If not, can it be extended to a nice 
medium complete system?) □

The reason why in the literature (and hence here too) medium completeness 
is somewhat neglected in comparison with weak and strong completeness is 
the following. If a logic C = (Fc,M c, Kc) has certain basic properties, then 
medium completeness coincides with weak completeness. These properties are 
the following:

(a) availability of “A” , and
(b) the weak deduction property (cf. [14] and the works of W. J. Blok and 

D. Pigozzi quoted therein).

Property (b) means the existence of a derived binary logical connective A, in 
£ , such that <p [=£ tp iff f= £A(y?, VO for aU € Fc- All our PTts have (a), 
and every PT, in which □ is expressible, has (b) too (A(<p, tp) being D(<p —► VO)* 
However, PTo does not have (b).

V. ( 0 0  S)

Now let us enrich PTo with □ (Always) and thus obtain the system PTq q s * 

•  Axiom schemata: those of Hq q  {con^con^} augmented with

6.

7.
8. 

9.

(S5(Q)) 
(incl) 
(con0 ) 
(indQ)
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• Rules of inference:

1 . (MP), (NECq ).

Theorem  2.5 is complete and sound for PTq q s , and PT0 q s  is de-
cidable.

Sketch o f the proof:

1 . Given a PT0 os-consistent formula <p, we start with a maximal PT0 q s - 
consistent set w containing <p and z as defined in item IV. z is a max-
imal PT0 QS-consistent set. Now take the canonical submodel M z = 
(Wz , f s t , sttcc, £/, V) Q-generated by z. Note that U is the universal rela-
tion on Wz . Let f s t r  and succr be the minimal T-filtrations of f s t  and 
succ, where T = sf(<p). Then

(a) For every \x\, \y\ E Wr, \x \fs tr \y\ iff |t/| =  \z\.
(b) Ancestral lemma: For every |x| E W r , \z\succ^\y\} because of the

following. Let X  d= {|y| E Wr : |z |sweep |y|} and let \  l>e tke 
characteristic formula of X . Then:
(i) Ox € ^ since \z\ E X \

(ii) —► O x) € which is verified by the following.
Assume 0 (x  A O ^ x) € x- Now <3>(x A O ^ x) E x => x -+ O x  £ u 
for some u E Wr => |u| E X  and for some v, u succv and v £ X , 
which is impossible.
Thus, in particular, \z\succ^\w\.

2. Now we unwind as in Theorem 2.2, and prove the truth lemma. □

□From now on we investigate temporal systems involving both □ and □. 

VI. (FP)

We start with the classical temporal logic PTpp. We will use □ as well, as 
a derived modality (B<p dM A □ <p A □ <p).

•  Axiom schemata: those of PTf  augmented with

• Rules of inference:

1 . (MP), (NECc).

7. (K(D))_
8 . (K,(□ ,□ ))
9. (con)

10. (GrZp)
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R em ark

Schema Kt(Oi, CI2 ) expresses that modalities Di and CI2 are conjugates of each 
other in the Jonsson & Tarski sense, who proved in 1948 that this is sufficient 
and necessary for completeness for frames in which Di is interpreted by the 
inverse of the accessibility relation of B2l cf. [50], [51]. The abbreviation K* 
refers to temporal Kripke frames.

Some theorems of PT f p '

(a) The schema con is stronger than wcon, and so the latter can be dropped 
here.

(b) I-pp (refp) A (tran^) A (Dum^) A (□(□(y? —► □ <p) <p) —► □ <p). These 
are easy exercises, left to the reader.

(c) hpp  (MCq ), where
(MCq ) : 0<><p-+<>0(p

T heorem  2 . 6  bpP is complete and sound for PTpp, and PTf p  is decidable.

Sketch o f th e  proof: As a basis, we take the proof of Theorem 2.1, but we 
make changes and additional steps:

1. We start with a PTpp-consistent formula <p and denote
def ___

2  =  {0 : O B 9 E w}. z is a maximal PT/pp-consistent set, since 
h f p  O D a A O O  /?—►O □(« A 0) and h f p  O □ a  V O □ “■a.
Now we take the submodel M z =  {Wg, U, 72, V) of the canonical PTpp- 
model Q-generated by where xUy iff Qx C y. It is an easy exercise 
to show that □ is an S5 modality, whence U is an equivalence relation 
containing 72. Moreover, U is the universal relation on Wz. So Wz — (x : 
Bz C x). As usual, 72 is reflexive, transitive and connected. Also observe 
the following facts:

(a) w E W Z since zRw, i.e. w C Oz, because if a £ w then O a  E W  
<>□0 a E w => O a  E z.

(b) For every x E Wz, {6 : O □ 6 E x} =  z, because of the Jollowing. 
Suppose xRw. Then x C Ow, so if O □ 6 E x then OODff E w , 
hence O □ 9 E w. Thus {d : O □ 0 E x} C z. But these are maximal 
sets, so they coincide.

Here is a short inference in PT pp:
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(c) For every x £ Wz, zRx^  ___  ___
Suppose xR z, i.e. x C O  z and 0 £ z. Then O O 0x = > 0 0 6  £ x ^ >  
q  £ O x, Thus z C O x, so zRx.

2. Let us remember that in a temporal language with modalities □ and □ , 
condition (2 ) on a T-filtration is replaced by

(a)

An appropriate filtration preserving transitivity is the Priorian one:

(b )

We will use this filtration over the set T =  sf(<p).

3. Now we define a notion dual to that of a final element of a T-cluster: an 
element s of the ifr-cluster £ is called an initial element in £, if there 
exists x £ s, call it the beginning of s, such that for every y £ W r , if 
|y| £ £ and yRx  then |t/| =  s.
If we consider the relation Rp dual to R* , defined by sRPt iff (y?Vt/ £ 
t)(3x  £ s)xR y , then the following dual correspondence holds: an Rr- 
cluster £ has an initial element iff the first RP-cluster in R r  is a singleton.
Now, since we have both Duma and Dum^ derivable in PT^p, we can 
prove a double Dummet lemma: every proper non-last ifr-cluster has a 
final element, and every proper non-first iir-cluster has an initial element. 
The proof consists of two parts completely analogous to those in Theorem 
2.1, with one additional argument only. Namely, the Priorian filtration 
requires consideration of two cases when -*uRrs (in the proof on a final 
element):

(a) For some £ T, u ||— □ ^ and s ]f-n0. Then, as before, take 
a =  Xs V □#.

(b) For some 0 6 £ T, s ||— □  ̂ and u \J(-0 6. In this case, take a =
XsV^OO.

Both cases can be dealt with analogously. Considerations symmetric with 
those in the proof on an initial element can be made.
In addition to the above, we will prove that, because of MC^, the first 
i?r-cluster £o has an initial element too. Actually, we will prove that 
\z\ is this initial element, as follows. Assume that s belongs to the first
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fZp-cluster of £o* Then sRP\z\, hence xR z  for some Note that for
every a , if O □ a  E x then □ a  E y for some y such that yRx. But zR y , 
so x R y , hence a E x. Vice versa, if a E x then O D a G x  since otherwise 
O □ -»a 6 x by MCq , and -«a E x. Now, if 0 E T fl x then O □ 0 E x, 
hence 0 E 2 , and if 0 E T fl z then O D 0 E x, hence 0 E x. Therefore 
x n r  = z n r ,  hence s =  |z|. So, |z| is the first initial element in Wr, and 
will be the zero in the final model.

4. Finally, we unwind, as usual, all fir-dusters except the last one, starting 
from the initial element and finishing with the final one. The last fZp- 
cluster is unwound, starting from its initial element. The truth lemma is 
proved as in Theorem 2.1.

VII. (OF?)

Now we consider the system I~q f p : we add schemata and rules of
l-Qipp those of as well as the additional

( 0 ° )  □ v ? A O ^ O ° v > -

Theorem  2.7 Hq FP is complete and sound for PTq f p , and PTq f p  is de-
cidable.

Sketch o f the proof: This proof combines those of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
2 .6 .

1. Let <p be PTQFP-consistent, w be a maximal PTq j 7 >-consistent set con-
taining and z =  {0 : O O 0 E w}. Take, as in Theorem 2.6, the 
canonical submodel M z — (WZ1 succ,U, R ,V )  Q-generated by z . We 
have to show that Wz is closed under succ. Proving that the schema 
Q  □ —► □ Q)(p is derivable in PTq f p  is left to the reader as an exercise. 
Now, if zRx  and x succ y then zR y) so y E Wz by virtue of the derivable 
schema O >- O <p. We will show that if xR z  and x succ y then either
z succ y or yR z , hence, in both cases, y E W2.
Suppose O  ^  y and □ z £ y. Then for some a, O a  € z an<i ~'a  € y and 
for some /?, □ f3 E z and -■/? E y. Denote 7  =  a V (3. Then 0 7  A □ 7  E z 
and - 1 7  E y. Therefore, by ( Q □), Q D y  £ z ) hence □ Q 7  E z => O 7  E 
x => y £ y — a contradiction.

2. We make a minimal Infiltration of succ as in Theorem 2.2, where

We have to prove a lemma analogous to the ancestral lemma: if succr 
is a T-filtration of succ, then succ? is such a T-filtration of iZ, which 
is appropriate for □ and □. The additional step in the proof is the
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following. For every n > 0, |;r|sttccp|y| implies DO £ x for every DO E 
y fl T. It is done by induction on n. The inductive step is ensured 
by the derivable schema O a  ̂ —► as follows. Assume that the
assertion holds for some n, and assume |x|s«cc£+1 |y| and DO E y H T. 
Then |;r|$ticcp|u|swccr|y|. By the filtration lemma, M t Ax \ =>
Mr> |ti| Ih O  and GT=>  £ u  DO £ u  ^  DO £ x .

The ancestral lemma is proved.

3. Now we take succp as a T-filtration of fZ, and the proof proceeds as in 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.6. □

V III. (O O  F P S)

We arrived at the full logic PT = PT©q f p 5 -

•  Axiom schemata: those of PTq f p  augmented with

•  Rules of inference:

(MP), (NECq ), (NEC0 ), (NEC©).

T heo rem  2 . 8  hJ>T is complete and sound for PT, and PT is decidable.

Sketch o f th e  proof: The only step we have to add to the proof of Theorem 
2.7 is that, by virtue of (Q □), {0 : O □ 0 E u>} =  {0 : 0)0 E w} =  Ow, so | 0  w\ 
is the zero of the final model, hence it is a model for PT. □

IX .
Finally, a modification of PT: instead of the constant modality © referring 

to the zero, one can introduce a modal constant ®, presenting the zero itself. 
Note that Szalas [97] uses this modality. Having □ and ®, the modality © is 
derivable: ©0 = 0 ( 0  A 0). With □ we can axiomatize ® as follows:

Adding Q> ŵo more schemata appear:

And □ replaces (®1 ) by O®.

□ adds the schema:
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The proofs of completeness and decidability are left to the reader.

Next we turn to first-order temporal logic. For more on propositional temporal 
logic (in particular, for completeness investigations via automata theory) refer 
to Chapter 3.

2,2.3 First-order temporal logics
In this section we investigate the first-order versions of some of the proposi-
tional temporal logics introduced in Section 2.2.2; that is, first-order temporal 
logics, the modalities of which are some of 0> D> O, Q*

First we give the definition of our first-order temporal logics. A general 
notion of a temporal logic is given in Definition 1.7. All our temporal logics 
can easily be seen to be special cases of that notion.

Let a first-order similarity type (i.e. signature or vocabulary) d be given. 
(Then, by definition, d consists of a set of predicate symbols, a set of function 
symbols, and a function assigning a natural number to every predicate and 
function symbol, thus specifying the rank of the symbol. Function symbols of 
rank 0 are called constant symbols.) All the symbols from d are considered 
to be rigid in our temporal logics, that is, their meanings do not change in 
time (cf. Section 1.3 and 1.5.1 and [36]). Similarly, the individual variables 
Xi (i E oj) are rigid. A symbol is called flexible as opposed to rigid if its 
meaning is allowed to change over time. To d and {x, : i G w}, we add an 
infinity C  =  {c,- : i £ u>} of flexible constant symbols. That is, the meaning of 
C{ is allowed to change over time. (The word “constant” is slightly misleading 
here, since these symbols (c, s) may have different meanings in different time 
instances or possible worlds t E T, see Gabbay [34], p. 9 2 4 .) Now, the formulas 
of the first-order temporal logic, Fj, of similarity type d are built up the usual 
way, using the propositional logical connectives —A, quantifiers 3X{ (i E w), 
and modalities 0> E, □ (Q and □ are defined from the rest as in Section 2.2.2, 
items (2.3), (2.4)). In more detail:

D efin ition  2.5 Let d, C, {x,- : i E u;} be as above. (Of course, all these sets 
are assumed to be disjoint etc.) Then the (recursive) definition of the set F\ 
of all first-order temporal formulas of similarity type d is the following:

(a) First, the set of all terms for Fj is defined to be the smallest set Trm^ 
such that

(i) ({xi : i E w} U C) C Trm^, and
(ii) for every function symbol /  from d with rank k and for any t \ , . . . ,  

rk E Trm<* / ( n , . . . ,  rk) E Jrrr\d.

(b) Now Fj is defined to be the smallest set satisfying the following closure 
conditions:
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(i) For every predicate symbol T with rank k and any t \ , . . . ,  r* E Trm^, 
{rj = r2 , r ( r i , . . . ) rfc)} C Fj.

(ii) Fj is closed under all the logical connectives, that is, for every ip, $  G 
Fj, t G w, and □ € {O. D.°} . {(-’¥>)> (<P A VO, By?} C Fj. □

Remark

Most of the results of this chapter remain true even if we allow flexible predicate 
and function symbols as well as flexible constant symbols; and when this is not 
the case, then it is straightforward to reformulate the result when we allow any 
kind of symbols to be flexible. We have chosen to restrict ourselves to flexible 
constants only in order to keep this chapter short and easier to read. □

For semantic purposes, we use the usual first-order Kripke models (cf. [36]), 
that is, classical two-sorted structures M  =  (T, D, /o, .),€u;, where
D is a classical first-order model of similarity type d, T = (T, 0, su cC y <) is 
a structure similar to (of the same similarity type as) the standard model 
N =  (a;, 0, s u c c y <) of successor arithmetic with ordering, and for i  E a;, /, : 
T  — ► D is a function from T  into D, serving to interpret the flexible constants 
c,. T is called the time frame of My and, except for its similarity type, is 
arbitrary (ambiguously, s u c c  denotes both the arbitrary unary function of a 
time frame T and the standard successor function “n +  1” on u; we will use 
the same ambiguity in the cases of 0 and <). For simplicity, we often write c, 
for Mod<* denotes the class of all Kripke models M  of the above kind. We 
will often write Mod instead of Modd for brevity.

To associate meanings to Fj-formulas in models from Mod, we could follow 
the style of Definitions 2.3 and 1.15. This would be the most traditional way 
for defining the meanings of the Fj -formulas. Instead, in this section we follow 
the standard procedure of correspondence theory ([36], §11.4.2.5 pp. 214—217), 
defining the validity of Fj -formulas in Kripke models via a translation function 
tr  : Fj — ► Fmcl(Mod) mapping the set Fj of temporal formulas into the 
classical two-sorted first-order language Fmcl(Mod) of Kripke models; then 
validity of tr(<p) in M  defines the validity of (p in My for every p  E Fj and 
M  E Mod. In Fmcl(Mod), the c,s are unary function symbols with arguments 
of sort T  (time) and value of sort D (data); (i E u>) are the variables of sort 
Dy and ti ( i  E w) are the variables of sort T. The interpretation of Cj in a 
model M  =  (T, D, / o , . .),eu, is defined to be f j , for every j  E u. We 
may assume that all occurrences of the flexible constants c, are of the form 
d  =  Xj in the Fj -formulas (every formula is easily seen to be equivalent to 
one of this form as it is well known, see e.g. [18]). It is enough to give the 
definition of tr  for the modalities 0 > D> D only> since O, □ are definable from 
them.
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D efinition 2 . 6  Let d be an arbitrary similarity type. First we define a func-
tion

Intuitively, tr*(<p, <,•) means that <p is true at time U. For every t E {t, : i E u>}, 
i , j  € and € Fj, we choose ^  f, and

•  tr*(c,- =  *,-,<) ^  (c<(<) =  x j) ,

•  tr*(ip,t) d— xj> whenever tp is atomic and rigid (i.e. contains none of the 
c,s),

• tr* preserves classical connectives and quantifiers
(i.e. tr*(<p,t) A tr*(i{>,t), = ' ->trm(<p,t),
tr*(3Xi<p,t) d— 3xitr*(ip,t) ), and

• t r* ( 0 <P>t) d-  (ifc = succ(t) A tr*(<p,tk)),

• t r * ( 0  <p,t)d=f  (Vtfc >t)tr*(<p,tk),

•  tr*(DyM) d'*1 (ytk<t)tr*(<p,tk).

This completes the definition (by recursion) of tr*.
We let, for every (p E Fj; tr(<p) d= tr*(<p,t0); further, for every M  E Mod<*,

□

Note that the choice of to in the definition of tr is rather ad-hoc; we could have 
chosen any element of {U : i E w}, e.g. tr(<p) could be tr*(<p,t\7) instead of 
tr*(<p,to). We just have to fix one of the f,*s to obtain to a precise definition 
for tr.

Now, given an arbitrary similarity type d, the first-order temporal language 
of similarity type d is defined to be the following triple:

where Fj was defined in Definition 2.5, Mod<* in the following, and [=<* in 
Definition 2.6. For brevity, we will often omit the subscript d from Fj, Mod**, 
and [=<|.

Without restricting generality, we may assume that the class of all similarity 
types is “not controversial” , that is, whenever /  is a function symbol in a 
similarity type with rank k then it cannot occur as a function symbol of rank 
different from jb or as a relation symbol, in any similarity type. The same 
restriction is applied to relation symbols too. This has the consequence that to 
any d\ and di there is a d such that F^ UF^ C Fj. (This can actually be done, 
for example, by defining symbols such that every symbol contains some code
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carrying the information whether it is a function or relation symbol, further 
what its rank is.) Let SymType denote the class of all similarity types, i.e.

SymType d= {d : d is a similarity type}.

Now first-order temporal logic is defined to be
FT = (F1, Mod, [=),

where

• F1 =f  |J{ F i:< * e  SymType},

• Mod d— |J  {Modd : d E SymType}, and

• (= dM (J : d E SymType}. Notice that this means that for arbitrary 
M  E Mod and <p E F1, if M  p  then there is a d such that M  E Mod 
(p E Fj, and M  \=d P-

Next, similarly to Section 2.2.2, we will define fragments of FT, and a fragment 
will be determined, again, by the modalities allowed in the fragment. By a 
fragment of FT we understand a first-order multi-modal logic, the modalities 
of which are some of Q, □, □, 0 , □. The class of models is fixed to be Mod. 
The semantics of a fragment is given by tr as defined in Definition 2.6, unless 
0  or □ is not definable in the fragment. For such cases, we introduce

(а) tr*(Op,t) d= (*i =  0 A tr*(p,t\)) ,and
(б ) tr*(a<p,t)=f

filling the gaps, (a) and (b) will be justified in later sections where we will 
see that in the classes of models we seriously consider, tr*(0 >̂,<), according 
to (a) will be equivalent to its old definition when we have □, and similarly 
for (We note that the more elegant equivalent form tr*(B(p,t) =

of (b) has been replaced with the present one, because some of our 
undergraduate students found the latter easier to read: the same applies to (a). 
In parallel to the notation given in Section 2.2.2, we introduce the following 
notation.

N otation

Throughout this chapter, a fragment of FT will be denoted as FT* where X  
is a list of some elements of {0 > 0 ,F ,P , S}.

Flx  d denotes the set of formulas (of similarity type d) of the logic FT*.
In later sections, the following four fragments of FT will turn out to be 

important for us: FTq q , FTq q 5, FT©q s f ? and FTq q s f p  =  FT. Since we 
will use these fragments very frequently, we give them shorter names too, as 
follows:
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Example Here are some simple examples for first-order temporal formulas: 

(a) 'Pl d~ 0 D3xo(xo = c1 /\ Oxo I ci) E F1. 

rp1 expresses, intuitively, that c1 always changes. 
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(b) Let x = (xi, ... , xk) and c = (c1, ... , ck)· 3x abbreviates 3x13x2 ... 3xk and 
x = c abbreviates x1 = c1 /\ X2 = c2 /\ ... /\ Xk = Ck. Assume that a certain 
similarity typed contains a 2k-ary relation symbol R. We abbreviate the 
formula R( x 1, ... , x k, c1, ... , Ck) by its "infix" version x Re. Now we let 

Exe d~ G3x(x = c /\ QxRc). 

Clearly Exe E F~. Let us imagine that xi, ... , Xk are the variables used 
in a program p, and that c1 , ... , Ck are the locations or registers where the 
(changing) values of x1, ... , Xk are, respectively, stored. Assume that the 
relation R is interpreted as the state-transition relation defined by the 
program p (not the input - output relation, but instead the "next-state" 
relation). Then the intuitive meaning of Exe is that c is an execution 
sequence of p. 

( c) Here we use the notation introduced in (b ). We let 

Fair d~ (Exe - GrpVx(cRx-+ Oc = x)). 

Using the intuition sketched in (b), Fair expresses that the execution c 
of p is fair. 

( d) Let x and c be as in (b ); further let y = (x£:+1 , ... , X2k). We let 

Det(c) d~ G3x3y(x = c /\ Qy = c /\ G(x = c-+ Qy = c)). 

If we imagine that c carries all the information of a possible state of a 
"world" (e.g. c represents a process running in a certain data domain), 
then the intuitive meaning of Det is that "the world is deterministic". 
For more about this formula (and the next one C/(c)) see the beginning 
of Section 2.2.5. 

(e) Let c be an arbitrary flexible constant, and x an arbitrary individual 
variable. We say that c is a clock if 

C/(c) d~ G3x(x = c/\QDx I c) 

holds. This definition of a clock originates from Abadi [2]. D 

Convention 

Throughout this paper, d denotes an arbitrary but fixed similarity type unless 
we state explicitly otherwise. D 
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Next we define the first-order version of the forcing relation If- introduced 
in Definition 2.3. 

Intuitively, what we want to define now is the meaning of the claim that 
a first-order temporal formula <p is satisfied at a certain time instance t in a 
Kripke model M. We want to define this through satisfiability of Fmcl(Mod) 
-formulas, which are, by definition, classical two-sorted first-order formulas. 
Because of possible free occurrences of the variables in such formulas, we must 
consider the possible valuations of the variables. A valuation is a pair (v, w) 
where v: {xi : i E w} -- D and w: {ti : i E w} -- T. For an arbitrary 
t/J E Fmcl(Mod) and M = (T, D, /i)iew E Mod, the standard notation for the 
fact that t/J is satisfied in M at a valuation (v, w) is M f= ,,P[v, w]. For example, 

M f= zo = c2(ti)[v, w] iff v(zo) = h (w(t1)). 

Let M and v be as above, further let s E T. Let <p E F~, and w : { ti : i E 
w} -- T be such a valuation of the time variables that w(to) = s. Now we 
define 

M,s lr- ip[v] iff M f= tr*(ip,to)[v,w]. 

(Note that this definition is correct, because, by definition, tr• ( ip, to) may 
contain at most one free variable of sort time, which is t 0 .) We read M, s lf
ip[v] as "ip is satisfied in M at times by the valuation of the variables v". We 
say that "ip is satisfied in M at times", in symbols M, s jf-ip, iff M, s jf-ip[v] 
for every valuation v. 

For any <p E F~, <p is called a rigid formula if it contains no flexible constants. 
Otherwise we call <p a flexible formula. 

M E Mod is called a standard-time model if its time frame T is the standard 
model N = (w, 0, succ, :::;). 

Next we will look at Hilbert-type inference systems for first-order temporal 
logics FT x with X ~ {Q, D, D, 0, c:::J}. A Hilbert-type inference system for FT 
is the following. 

• Al propositional axioms: Here we take the collection (union) of all 
the propositional axioms that occurred in Section 2.2.2. 

1. (BOOL) 
2. (K(D)) 
3. (fun0) 
4. (mix) 
5. (ind0 ) 

6. (first) 
7. (const) 
8. (Grz0 ) 

all boolean tautologies 

D(ip - t/J) - (Dip - Dt/J) where DE {Q, D, D, 0, c:::J} 
0-i<p +-+ -iD<p where D E { 0, 0} 
c:::Jip - (ip /\ Qc:::Jip) 
D(ip - Qip) - (ip - Dip) 
<p - 00<p 
0ip - D0ip 
D(D(ip - 0 ip) - ip) - <p 
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9. (QD) 
10. (Kt(D, D)) 
11. (con) 
12. (ref) 
13. (tran) 
14. (linearity) 
15. (Dum) 
16. (con0) 
17. (con0) 
18. (incl) 
19. (con0) 
20. (S5(G)) 

D <p A Q<p --+ Q D <p 
<p--+ DO<pA DO<p 
G<p --+ D D <p A D D <p 
D <p--+ <p 
D<p--+ DD<p 
D(D <p--+ t/J) V D(D t/J--+ cp) 
D(D(cp--+ D cp)--+ cp)--+ (0 D cp--+ D cp) 
0cp ...... 0 0 <p 
0cp ...... 0 0 <.p 
Gcp --+ 0cp A Q<p 
0<.p --+ G 0 <p 

• A2 first-order (i.e. quantifier) axioms: 

1. cp +-+ Dcp for every 6 E { Q, D, D, 0, G} if cp is rigid 
2. 'v'xD<p +-+ Dcp'v'x<p for every 6 E {Q, D, D, 0, G} 
3. <.p --+ 'v'xcp if x is not a free variable of <p 
4. All the usual equality axioms of first-order logic 
5. (3x-irp +-+ -icp'v'x<.p) 
6. 'v'xcp--+ cp(x/T) for any term T such that the substitution x 1-+ T 

does not create new bound occurrences of variables or new occur
rences of flexible symbols in the scope of modalities in cp. 

• Rules: 

(Rl) 

(R2) 

(R3) 

~(modus ponens) 
.)#.... (D-generalization) for every 
Cip 

D E ( { Q, D, D, 0, G} U {'v'x; : i E w}) 
8 '1'·'1';0 '1' (induction). 
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Proposition 2.1 For any propositional temporal formula schema t/J (from PT) 
valid in the standard-time models ( w ... ), all FT-instances of t/J are provable 
from Al, A2 and Rl-R3. 

Proof: First we check that all the axioms of I-~ are provable from Al to R3 
as follows. (The rules of I-~ are explicitly stated in Rl and R2, so we need 
not think about them.) The only axiom ofl-~ missing from Al is (0 D). This 
(0 D) can be derived from Al and Rl-R3 using the methods of Section 2.2.2. 
The reader unable to derive ( 0 D) is invited to add this schema as an extra 
axiom to Al; we omitted (0 D) for purely aesthetic reasons; we will never use 
the fact that it is not listed in Al. Now, Theorem 2.8 completes the proof of 
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Proposition 2.1. (We proved a little bit more, namely we do not need A2 in 
deriving propositional validities.) □

We denote the inference system A1—R3 given above, for the logic FT, by 
\~f t  • For a fragment FT* of FT, \~x denotes that inference system which we 
obtain from Ff t  by omitting those axiom schemata and derivation rules from 
the above in which such modalities occur which do not occur in X . For the 
distinguished fragments FT,- (i < 3) of FT (see the notation given earlier), we 
will use the notation h (i < 3) as well. Thus, for example, Fq o ^ F o and 
|-f t  = F 0 o 5FP=F3-

C oro llary  2.1 For i < 3, h,- is propositionally complete for the class of stan-
dard models of FT, , that is:

for every propositional formula schema ^  (from PT) using the 
modalities of FT, which is valid in the standard models (u; , . . . ),  
all FT-instances of \j) are provable by h,-.

P roof: For 2 =  3 this is the same as Proposition 2.1. For i =  0, Corollary 
2.1 follows from Theorem 2.4; for i = 1 , from Theorem 2.5; for i =  2 , from 
Theorem 2.3. □

R em ark

The statement of Corollary 2.1 does not hold for every \~x and FT* in place 
of h, and FT, (t < 3). However, it remains true for those h* and FT* for 
which we have corresponding theorems in Section 2.2.2. We note that i/(Q  □) 
is included as an axiom into A l, then the conclusion of Corollary 2.1 becomes 
true for practically all fragments studied in Section 2.2.2. □

On the first-order level, the situation is different, e.g. the following was 
proved by Sain around 1980, see e.g. Nemeti [65], [6 ], [84], [91].

T heo rem  2.9 None of the extensions ho !-► I- 5  »—► \~s f  »—► \~f p  is conserva-
tive, i.e. there are formulas <po,(pi,<p2 in the fragment of ho such that \fo <po 
but h 5  <pQ) I-fs <pi but hsF (pi etc.

On th e  proof: The last (I~s f  Fs f p ) part follows from our Theorem 2.19, 
as well as Theorem 2.22 or 2.23. The proofs of the remaining two statements 
can be found in [92]. □

P ro p o sitio n  2.2 Recall that d denotes an arbitrary but fixed similarity type. 
Let (p G Fj be arbitrary. Then

(a) Modd ^  implies Ff t ^  (completeness). Moreover,
(b) for every r  C Fj, T <p implies TI-f t ^  (strong completeness).
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Proof: This theorem is part of Theorem 2.10 (sandwich completeness theorem) 
formulated later in this section. □

In connection with Proposition 2.2(b), we would like to call the reader's 
attention to the fact that from now on we will heavily use systems like I~ f t  

for inferences T\-f t <P, where the elements of T are arbitrary formulas (and not 
logical validities). This is in contrast with the usage in Section 2.2.2, where the 
emphasis was on deriving validities only, i.e. on derivations 01\~f t only. The 
definition of T\-f t <Pi where the elements of T need not be logical theorems, is 
given in Definition 2.2(c).

N o ta tion : Let K C Mod^. Then \=K denotes the semantic consequence re-
lation induced by the logic (Fj, K, [=<*) in the sense of the notation given in 
Section 2.1.1. That is, for any £  C Fj and <p E Fj, we let X) \=K <p denote that 
({M  E K : M  \=d E}) \=d V- □

In the remark preceding Def. 2.6 we introduced the notation Fmcl(Mod) 
for denoting the set of all classical two-sorted first-order formulas, the class 
of models of which is that of Kripke models Mod. Thus the classical logic 
we consider is Fmcl(Mod), Mod, f=c/). Here =̂c/ denotes the classical validity 
relation of first-order logic. Often we omit the superscript cl for brevity (as 
we already did in Definition 2.6). We call the sort of the time frames time, 
and the other sort data (the intuition behind the latter name comes from the 
computer science applications discussed in later sections). In Fmcl(Mod), we 
use the set {t, : i E w} for variables of sort fime, and {#, : i E w} for variables 
of sort data.

In Definition 2.7 we will define a class |</nd+Tord C Mod of Kripke models 
via axioms formulated in the language Fmcl(Mod). This class was first intro-
duced in [1 0 ], [1 1 ], [13], [65], [6 ], and investigated in various other papers, e.g. 
in [44], [1], [3], [2], [93], [16], [92], [40], [67], [6 8 ], [70], [85].

A soundness and completeness theorem w.r.t. a distinguished subset Flpca 
of F1 was proved in [83], [84], [92], [85]. (For every block diagram or regular 
program p, every partial correctness assertion about p is expressed by some 
<p E Flpca.) The theorem concerning Flpca states that for every <p E Flpca and 
for every T C F1,

In this section we state completeness and soundness theorems similar to (2.9), 
but we will consider only such subsets of F1 which form the set of all formulas 
of one of the fragments FT, (i < 3).

N o ta tion : Let K C Mod (be arbitrary).

(a) Thci(K) denotes the set of all classical first-order formulas valid in K, 
that is:

Thcl(K) {<p e  Fmd(Mod): K \=cl <p}.

(2.9)
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Tht(K) denotes the set of all first-order temporal formulas valid in K (in 
the sense of temporal logic, defined in our Definition 2.6), that is:

Tht(K) dM {<p e  F$ : K \=d <p}.
(b) Let E C Fmcl(Mod) and T C Fj. Then Mdcl{E) denotes the class of 

all Kripke models in which E is valid in the classical sense, and Afcffc(r) 
denotes the class of all Kripke-models in which T is valid in the sense of 
temporal logic. That is:

Mdcl(E) = ' {M  6  Mod : M  h e' £} and 

Mdt(T) dU  {M  6  Mod : M  (=d T}

(c) Whenever it will be necessary or desirable, we will indicate the similarity
type of the logic in subscripts, like Thcld, Thtj, Mdclj, Mdtd- □

For the definition of K/nd+Tord, first we need to define two sets, Ind  and Tord 
of formulas, formulated in the language Fmcl(Mod) (in fact, Tord is formulated 
in the sublanguage of Fmcl(Mod) consisting of formulas purely of sort time , 
i.e. using the function and predicate symbols 0 , succ, < and variables from 
{£,* : i £ only.) Ind  is an induction principle, while Tord expresses that the 
time frame is linearly ordered ( “TorcP abbreviates “Time is linearly ordered” .)

D efinition  2.7

(a) For every <p £ Fmcl(Mod) and t £ {t{ : i £ a;} we let ind(<pft) be the 
formula

(v?(0) A V*(y> —► <p[t/succ(t)])) —► Vt<p,
where >̂(0 ) and <p[t/succ(t)] denote the formulas obtained from <p by 
substituting respectively 0  and succ(t) for every free occurrence of t in 
(p. We define

Ind {ind(<p,t) : ip £ Fmcl(Mod) and t £ {*, : i £ a;}}.

(b) We let Tord be the full first-order theory of (all first-order formulas valid 
in) the standard model N =  (u/, 0, succ, <) using the set {*, : i £ a;} of 
variables.

(c) Now K/nd+Tord is defined to be the set of all Kripke models in which 
Ind  U Tord is valid in the classical sense, that is

KInd+Tord dtj Mdc^ j n d u T o rd y  □

For brevity, we shall often write ind(<p) instead of ind(<pft). We call ind(<p) the 
full induction axiom for the formula <p(£ Fmcl(Mod)) (along the time frame). 
Accordingly, Ind  is called the set of all full induction formulas, or the principle 
of full induction on time.
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Notice that a full induction formula ind( tp, t) may contain free variables 
of both sorts time and data of the Kripke models M. (Except for t, every 
free variable occurring in cp remains free in ind(ip,t).) The free variables of 
ind( <p, t) are called the parameters of ind( cp, t). 

Tord can be given by a finite set of axioms, such as: 

~ d __ ef { 
,£.J to $ ti $ t2 -+to $ t2 

0 $to 
to $ ti $ to -+to = ti, 
to $ ti V ti $ to 
to < succ(to) 
to< ti-+ succ(to) $ ti, 

to= 0 +-+ cp'Vt1(to -::/= succ(ti)) 

(transitivity of$), 
(0 is the smallest element), 

(linearity and reflexivity of$), 
( succ is strictly increasing), 

(0 has no predecessor) }, 

where T < u abbreviates u-::/= T $ u, for any terms T and u. 
Using the notation introduced in Definition 2.l(a), Tord = Cn(E) = 

(Thcl(M dcl(:E))), see e.g. Chang Keisler (28], Exam. 3.4.4, p. 159 for a proof. 
Therefore we shall often identify Tord with E. 

Notation 

For two sets f1 and f2 of formulas, instead of f1 U f2, we will often write 
f 1 +f2 (according to wide spread custom in the literature of logic). Thus, for 
example, Ind+ Tord =Ind U Cn(E). D 

Theorem 2.10 (sandwich completeness theorem) 

(a) f-FT is strongly complete for Mod, and sound (in the stronger sense) for 
Klnd+Tord. That is, for every similarity type d, for every f ~ FJ and for 
every cp E FJ, 
r Fd 'P implies r f-FT'P implies r l=Kinc!+Torcl 'P· 

{b) {cp E FJ; Mod Fd cp} C {cp E FJ: f-FT'P} C {cp E FJ :f=Kinc!+Torcl <p}. 

Proof: (b) is an immediate consequence of (a). 
The proof of the soundness part of (a) goes as follows: let f ~ F1, <p E F1, 

d rf- W d r l=KI"c!+Torcl , h' , an assume FT'P· e nee to prove <p. For provmg t 1s, 1t 
is enough to prove that in every Kripke-model M E Klnd+Tord, all the axiom 
schemata Al, A2 off-FT are valid in M, and all the rules Rl-R3 are sound 
in M. The former is easy to check and is left to the reader. The latter is easy 
too, but we check below the soundness of R3 (induction rule). 

Let us assume that M I= 0<p and M I= <p -+ Qcp. We need to prove 
M I= <p. By our assumptions, M l=c' tr(<p)[t0/0] and M l=cl 'Vt(tr(<p) -+ 
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tr((p)[to/succ(to)]). Therefore, by M  =̂c/ Ind> we have M  \=cl tr(<p). There-
fore M  \=d V- D

We will prove the completeness part of this theorem in Section 2.2.4.
For the purposes of this chapter, Theorem 2.10 is enough. However, next we 
formulate another completeness theorem, one of a more traditional form. We 
will prove that it follows from Theorem 2.10.

We let KFT be the following class of Kripke models:

T heo rem  2 . 1 1  h f t  is strongly complete and sound for KFT, that is, for every 
T C F1 and (p E F1, T \=K <p iff T h f t  <P

Proof: Theorem 2.11 follows from Theorem 2.10 above and Proposition 2.3 
below. □

R em ark

Using van Benthem’s correspondence theory (see [19]), another version of The-
orem 2 . 1 1  could be given such that, instead of using the set {<p E Fj : \~f t <p } 
of temporal formulas and the operator M dt in defining KFT, one would use 
a subset of Fmcl(Mod) and the operator Mdcl\ thus selecting KFT from Mod 
similarly to the way we selected K/nd+Tord. We leave such a reformulation to 
the (interested) reader. □

Next we formulate the generalization of Theorem 2.10 to the inference sys-
tems h,- of the distinguished fragments FT,* (i < 3) of FT. Let the set of all 
formulas of FT, be denoted by Fu (= Fj*).

T heo rem  2.12 Let i < 3.

(a) I-,- is strongly complete for Mod, and sound for K/nd+Tord. That is, for 
every T C F1* and <p E F1*,

r  |= p  implies T h,* <p implies T ^_tf/nd+Tor<i ^

(b) {<p e  F1* : Mod [=<* <p} C {p  G Flf : h  <f} C {p  6  F1* : ^ /nd+Tord ^

Proof: The soundness part of (a) follows from that of Theorem 2.10. The 
completeness part of (a) will be proven in Section 2.2.5. (b) is a straightforward 
consequence of (a). □

The formulation of an analogous generalization of Theorem 2.11 is left to 
the reader.

P ro p o sitio n  2.3 Theorem 2.10 implies Theorem 2.11. That is, Theorem 2.11 
can be proved from assuming that Theorem 2.10 is true.
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Proof:
Claim (1 ): Assume that

h f t  is strongly complete (but not necessarily sound) for Mod (2.10) 

Then \~f t  is strongly complete for KFT, that is, for all T C F1 and (p E F1,

Proof: Assume (2.10), and let T, p  be as above. Let Q d= {(p E F1 :
(Then KFT = Mdt(Q)). Assume T \=kFT <p. Then (r U 0) (= <p by the 
definition of KFT. By Corollary 2.1, this implies (r U 0) I~f t  P>- But since 
“I“f t ©” holds by definition, (r U 0) \~f t  P implies Y\~f t P>-

Claim (2): \t f t  is sound for KFT, that is, for all T C F1 and <p E F1,

(2 .11)

rsFT
Proof: Obviously Vf t V implies \=K <p. Thus weak soundness holds.

Let T C F1, p  E F1, and assume Y\~f t P>- We want to prove Y |=K p. By 
Tt-FT<P> there is a finitely long derivation ( ^ i , . . . ,  such that xpk — P• We 
will proceed by induction on the length of this derivation.

If At =  1 then that is, <p is either an axiom of h f t  or an element of T. 
Therefore T \=kFT (p.

Let n < At ,  and assume that Y \=K {^i, • • •, VVi}- We want to prove
I > * FTV>n+l. _

By the definition of a derivation, {^ 1 , . . . ,  V>n} ^~FTi>n+ 1  in one step. By 
(2 .1 1 ), here a problem can occur only when applying inference rules of h^T 
to {V>i, . . . ,  Vv»}- So assume that V’n+i was obtained by applying one of the 
rules (R1—R3) to {tpi, . . . ,  V>n}, and the rule yielded VVi+i in one single step 
from { ^ i , . . . ,  Vv»}- Now checking our three rules one by one, we have to make 
sure that {rp\ , . . . ,  rpn} \=K VVi+i- This is left to the reader (we did a similar 
checking of rule 3 in the proof of the soundness part of Theorem 2.10). Thus
r  h * FT Vv»+i •

Then, by induction on the length of the derivation Y \~f t <P> we are done. 
We have proved Claim (2). □

Claims (1) and (2) together prove Proposition 2.3.
By proving the (completeness parts of the) sandwich completeness theorems 

(2.10 and 2.12), all the proofs in this section will be completed. In these proofs 
we will use the basic completeness theorem of first-order multi-modal logics, 
since temporal logics are special multi-modal logics. This basic completeness 
theorem is formulated and proved in the following Section 2.2.4.
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R em ark

The basic completeness theorem for propositional multi-modal logics was pro-
ved first by Jonsson and Tarski in 1948 (see [50], [51]). They called it the 
representation theorem of boolean algebras with operators, by atom structures. 
An atom structure is nothing but the Kripke frame (called a time frame in 
temporal logic) of a Kripke model, while a boolean algebra with operators 
corresponds to the set of all formulas of a multi-modal logic (the extra-boolean 
operators are the modalities). Thus a main tool for investigating completeness 
problems for multi-modal logics (on the propositional level) became and is still 
the theory of boolean algebras with operators. For basic literature on this 
subject, besides [50] and [51], see also [49] and [46].

In Section 2.2.4 we prove the first-order version of the basic completeness 
theorem for multi-modal logics. □

2.2.4 First-order multi-modal logics: basic completeness 
investigations

Let I  be a set and X  =  {□, : i E 1} be a new set of symbols (modalities). Let d 
be a similarity type as in Definition 2.5. Then the set F) d of first-order multi-
modal formulas with modalities from X  is defined to be d as the latter was 
defined in the notation of Section 2.2.3. That is, all symbols of d are rigid, and 
there is a set C  =  {c,- : i E u}  of flexible constant symbols in F^ d. Mod/>(f is 
as was defined in the remark following Definition 2.5 with the exception that if 
M  E Mod/^ then M  =  (T, D, /<)<€u, with T  = (T, iZ,)t€/, Ri C T  x T. That 
is, the difference is that now we do not assume anything about the accessibility 
relations Ri interpreting First-order multi-modal logic is defined to be

where ^=itd is defined following Definition 2.6 with the obvious generalizations. 
As usual, Oi <p denotes -• □, -*(p.

D efin ition  2.8 The inference system hmm is defined by 1—11 below. Let us 
recall from the beginning of Section 2.2.3 that we call a term or a formula rigid 
if it does not contain any cts.

1. all classical propositional tautologies
2. □ i ( ( p  —► i p )  —► (□,• ( p  — + \l> ) for all i E /
3. ip <-*■ ip for all i E / ,  provided (p is rigid
4. Vx □,* ip <-► Vx<p for all i E /
5. ip —► Vxy> if x is not free in <p
6. all the usual equality axioms of classical first-order logic
7. ip <-► -iVxy?
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8 . Vx(p —► <p(x/r) for any term r  such that the substitution x »-► r  does not 
create new bound occurrences of variables or new occurrences of flexible 
symbols in the scope of the modalities in <p

9. W,  •"mm ^

10. <p hmm <p for all i E /

11. (p l"mm Vary?. □

T heorem  2.13 hmm is strongly complete and sound for FMM/^ (for any 
choice of /  and d), i.e.

Proof: For soundness one has to check that all substitution instances (by 
concrete formulas) of 1 — 8  are valid and 9—11 preserve validity.

For completeness we consider the following calculus hj^m, and prove its 
completeness, which clearly implies the completeness of hmm. By hj^m we 
mean the inference system whose axioms are the substitution instances of 1 — 
8 , and if tp is an axiom, then so are and <p for all i E I. The only rule 
of inference is 9. Proving completeness of hj^m we follow Strategy 1 in [38], 
273—6. Given a consistent set of formulas E, we extend it to A, an omega 
complete (for every rigid term r, y?(r) G A ^  Vx<p(x) E A) and maximal 
consistent (A is consistent and if p £ A, then A U {<p} is inconsistent) set. 
Such a A is saturated. We will construct a Kripke model satisfying A. First 
we need the following

Lem m a 2.1 If w is an omega complete set of formulas, then so is w U $ , 
provided is a finite set of formulas.

Proof: Let us assume that w U $  (p(r) for all rigid terms r . By the
deduction theorem for h n̂m (which is easy to prove by induction), we get 
w \~tnm —► ip(r), where is the conjunction of the members of $ . Since
w is omega complete, it follows that w hj^m Vx(A$ <p(x)). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that x is foreign to $ , so w hj^m A$ —► Vx(p{x)> and 
then w U $  h ^ m Vx(p(x). □

Lem m a 2.2 Any consistent omega complete set w can be extended to a sat-
urated set written in the same language.

P roof: Enumerate the set of all formulas {tpi : i E u;}, and let Mo =  w. 
Suppose that Mi is constructed, Mi U {v?*} is consistent, and <pi is 3x(p(x). By 
Lemma 2.1, Mi is omega complete, so Mi U (p(r) is consistent for some rigid 
term r. Since <p(r) entails 3x<p(x), M,+i =  Mi U {y?(r), 3x<p(x)} is consistent. 
It is easy to see that U»€w 1S the desired saturated extension of w. □
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Lemma 2.3 If w is a saturated set which contains ..., D; t/;, then w• = { tp : 

D; tp E w} U { -,tj;} is consistent and omega complete. 

Proof: w• is consistent, for if it were not, then there would be a deduction of 
t/; from it, which would yield a deduction of D; t/; from w, just putting D; in 
front of each element of the deduction. By Lemma 2.1, w• is omega complete 
if { tp : D; tp E w} is, so assume { tp : D; tp E w} 1-:"nm 0( r) for every rigid term 
r. By the above argument, w 1-:'nm D; 0( r) for rigid rs, and by the omega 
completeness of w, it follows that w 1-:"nm Vz D; O(z). By the Barcan formula 4 
(Definition 2.8), w 1-:'nm D; ipVzO(z). Since w is maximal D; ipVzO(z) E w, and 
so VzO(z) E {ip: D; tp E w }, i.e. {ip: D;tp E w} 1-::.im VzO(z). D 

Lemma 2.4 If w is saturated and ..., D; t/; E w, then w• = { tp : D; tp E w} U 
{ -,tj;} can be extended to a saturated set written in the same language. 

Proof: (By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3). 0 

Given a consistent set E, we extend it to an omega complete set E' by 
the well known method of Henkin, adding new rigid constants to the language 
of E. Then by Lemma 2.2 we can consider the saturated extension ~ of E'. 
Note that, by the maximality of~. for each flexible constant c; there is a rigid 
constant r such that r = c; E ~- Now we construct a model M as follows. 

Let ~o d;f { tp : tp E ~ and tp is a rigid atomic formula}, and let T be the 
set of those saturated extensions of ~o in the language of~ which contain each 
rigid atomic formula tp iff tp E ~0 . Note that T is not empty, since ~ ET. For 
all i E J, let 

Next we define the semantic value of a term rat time w: 

(a) if r is a constant, then a(r)(w) d;f {r': r = r' E wand r' is rigid}, 

(b) if r = Fn(r1 ... rn), then a(r)(w) d;j a(r')(~), where r' is a rigid term 
such that~ 3 r = r'. 

Of course, we let /;(c;)(w) = a(c;)(w) for all i E wand w ET. Let 

D d;f {a(r)(~): r is a term}. 

We continue the definition of the assignment function a: 

~ ) h a(Pn)(w) = {(d1 .. . dn E nn: there are rigid r1 . .. rn sue that 

for all i $ n, a(r;)(w) = d; and Pn(r1 ... rn) E w} 
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a(Pn(T1 ... Tn))(w)=1 iff {a(ri)(w) ... a(rn)(w)} E a(Pn)(w) 
a(-i<p)(w) = 1 iff a(<p)(w) = 0 

a(<p-+ ?Jl)(w) = 1 iff a(<p)(w) = 0 or a(?Ji)(w) = 1 

a(D; <p)(w) = 1 iff for all w' E T,if wR;w' then a(<p)(w') = 1 

a(Vx<p)(w) = 1 iff for all u ED, a[x: u](<p)(w) = 1, 
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where a[x : u] is the same as a except that the value of a[x : u] at x is u, i.e. 
a[x: u](x)(w) = u for all w ET. 

Clearly, M = (T,D,/;};Ewi where D = {D,a}, is a Kripke model. 

Truth lemma For all w E T 

<p E w iff a(<p)(w) = 1. 

Proof: By induction on the complexity of formulas. 

(a) <p has the form Pn(T1 ... Tn)· If Pn(T1 ... Tn) E w, then there are rigid 
terms 0-1 .. . Un such that u; = T; E w, and so a(r;)(w) = a(u;)(w) for all 
i ~ n. So 

Pn(T1 ... Tn) E W iff Pn(ui ... un) E W 

iff {a(ri)(w) ... a(rn)(w)} E a(Pn)(w) 

iff a(Pn(T1 ... Tn))(w) = 1. 

(b) <p is -i?Ji or ?Ji -+ 0. 
Straightforward. 

(c) <p is Vxt/J. 

a(Vx?Ji)(w) = 1 iff for all u ED, a[x: u](?Jl)(w) = 1 

(d) <p is D; ?JI. 

iff for all rigid terms T, a[a(r)(w): x](?Ji)(w) = 1 

iff for all rigid terms r, a(?Ji(x/r))(w) = 1 

iff for all rigid terms T, ?Ji(x/r) E w 

iff Vx?Ji E w. 

a(D; ?Ji)( w) = 1 iff for all w', wR;w' -+ a( t/J )( w') = 1 
iff for all w', w R; w' -+ t/J E w' 

iff D; t/J E w. 
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For the last equivalence we use - » G w which implies there is a wf £ 
T  such that wRiWf and £ w , which is true because by Lemma 2.4,
there is a it/ D {ip : □ up £ w} U {-1̂ } which is saturated. By the
definition of iZ,, wRitv' holds if w' £ T. To show that it/ £ T  let us 
assume that 0 £ Ao. Then 0 £ w and by 3 (Definition 2.8) 0 £ it;, so
0 £ it/. If 0 £ Ao, then 0 £ it;, so -»0 £ w. By 3 (Definition 2.8) again

-> 0  £ it;, so £ it/, i.e. 0  £ it/. □

By the truth lemma it follows that all members of A and of E are true at A 
on the model At, which finishes our proof of Theorem 2.13. □

Let FMMj d be obtained from FMM/)(j by adding a new modality □ which is 
interpreted by the accessibility relation T  x T  in every model M .

Let mm obtained from hmm by

(a) extending all axioms and rules from □,* also to □,
(b) adding the axioms Bp  —► p  and <$Bp —► □ p, and
(c) adding B<p —► <p for all i £ I.

Theorem 2.14 h+m is strongly complete and sound for the first-order multi-
modal logic FMMj d.

Proof: The proof is nearly the same as that of Theorem 2.13, we just have to 
construct T  more carefully. First note that when we extend a consistent set 
to a saturated one, say A, then we have to add all logical axioms to the set, 
including those formulas which are given by substituting new constants (that 
we need in the omega complete extension) in the axioms. So each saturated 
set contains all logical axioms, and thus all those formulas of the extended 
language, which are deducible (from the empty set).

Let T ' be the time structure constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.13. Let 
us define R  (the relation interpreting □) as follows:

Since Btp —► wRw  for all w £ T'. If itfiiZit^iZitfa, then if □ ip £ then 
by BB(p <-> B(p (which is an easy consequence of B<p (p and <&□ <p —► Qy>), 
BBip £ w \9 so □ <p £ W2, and thus <p £ W3 , i.e. WiRw^. If w iR w 2, then if 
B(p £ W2> then -1 Bip (£ iy2, so Q-1 0 ^  ^ w\. By &B<p —> B(p and Bip —► <p we 
get (p £ 1 0 1 , so W2RW1. Thus R  is an equivalence relation. Moreover, Ri C R  
for all i £ / ,  because Bp —* □, <p. We can consider the equivalence class T  
which contains the saturated set A. Then M  = ((T, R , R i)i^ i , D, f j ) j turns 
out to be the suitable model, because A is satisfiable in M  (at time A). □

Let us recall that the sandwich completeness theorem for FT was formulated 
in Section 2.3.3 as Theorem 2.10, and claimed that h f t  was strongly complete 
and sound for the class K/nd+Tord of Kripke models. We proved the soundness

and
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of h f t  right after the formulation of the theorem, but we did not prove its 
completeness. We are going to fill this gap now, using Theorems 2.13 and 2.14.

P roof: (of completeness part of the sandwich completeness theorem for FT) 
Assume that E C Fj is an \~f t -consistent set of formulas. It is enough to show 
that E is satisfiable in a model M  E Mod<*. We will check that the model 
constructed for E in the proof of Theorem 2.14 is already in Mod<* (after the 
obvious, purely formal changes).

The proof is analogous with that of Theorem 2.14. We repeat the construc-
tion in the proof of Theorem 2.13, but now in the framework of the inference 
system \~f t  instead of the weaker one h+m. As a result, we obtain a model 
M  =  ((T ,...)  such that the elements of T  are maximal consistent sets of for-
mulas in a fixed language Fm d+  extending the original Fj. Since we use h f t  

this time, for each w E T, w contains all Fm^+-instances of all logical axioms 
of \~f t - Since w is maximal consistent,

Otherwise M  is exactly as at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.14. Let this 
M  be fixed.

Now, we will use techniques known from the proof of Stalqvist’s theorem 
(see [99], van Benthem’s paper in [19] and Venema [102]) for showing M  E 
Modd- Following the terminology of Goldblatt [41], let T  =  (T, be a
frame with T  consisting of certain maximal consistent subsets of Fi+. T  is 
refined iff

(Vwi,u>2 E T)(Vi E I)(wiftiW2 iff (3^ E ti>2)0,* £ wi).
By the definition of R{ in the proof of Theorem 2.6 we know that the frame of 
our M  is refined. We will use this property for checking_M  E Mod<*. Let R f  

and Rp  be the accessibility relations interpreting □ and □ in Ad. The hardest 
task (in showing M  E Mod^) is to show that Rp  =  (fZp)"1.

Claim (3): If M  is refined then in M  we have

Proof: Assume M  O □ (p —► <p and that M  is refined.
Assume that R f  ^  (f?p)_1. Then there are T, A in T  with

Using the facts that M  is refined and that Ay_E, there is a ^  with xb E T and
_ Rp  _
OV> £ A. By As being maximal consistent, ^  A implies -> O ^E  A, the
latter being equivalent to □ E A. So we have
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From this, using the definition of Rp  and that T A, we obtain 
This, using our hypothesis O □ <p —► <py yields ~̂xb £ T. But this is a contradic-
tion (as we have , see above, and T is maximal consistent), therefore our 
hypothesis Rp  ^  (i?p ) _ 1  is false. □

By Claim (3) we proved Rp  =  (Rp)~x in M . Proving that R q  is a function 
O  • T  — ► T  and that R q  =  T  x {u;} for some w go by the same method, but 
are easier, and are left to the reader.

We have seen M  £ Mod^. Since our original E is satisfiable in Af, this 
proves that h f t  is strongly complete w.r.t. Mod^. By this, the sandwich 
completeness theorem is proved. □

We can improve our sandwich completeness theorem to obtain the following 
proposition.

P ro p o sitio n  2.4 For every p  E Fj,

Mdcl(Tord) |= tp implies hppp  implies Mdcl(Ind +  Tord) |= p.U

The proof goes by pushing the techniques we used in proving the sandwich com-
pleteness theorem above, i.e. inspecting the “canonical” model A4 constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 2.13, and noticing that it is refined in Goldblatt’s 
sense etc. We will not need this proposition, so we do not go into the details 
of the proof.

This proposition seems to be closer to a nicer completeness theorem (than 
the sandwich one), because Mdcl(Tord) is closer to Mdcl(Ind +  Tord) than 
Modd was. So why can we not apply the same technique to push the com-
pleteness part even closer and to obtain a completeness result for (Ind +  Tord) 
instead of Tord ? For some reason, this method (of inspecting the canonical 
M  and perhaps restricting ourselves to a part of its frame as we did in the 
proof of Theorem 2.14) does not seem to work. One reason might be that Ind 
cannot be translated to modal formulas to which [46], 2.1.16 (p. 440) could be 
applied (positive multi-modal formulas being preserved under taking canonical 
frames), or to which the improved version of this result (of boolean algebras 
with operators) known as Stalqvist’s theorem (cf. Venema [102], Stalqvist 
[99]) could be applied. It is not clear that this is the reason, but we certainly 
used techniques from the proof of Stalqvist Js theorem in our above proof of 
the sandwich completeness theorem. Anyway, we will see below that handling 
(Jn d + Tord) in completeness issues is much harder than the tasks encountered 
so far.

2.2.5 A closer look at the completeness problem of first- 
order temporal logic

In this section we turn to the problem of finding completeness theorems for 
first order temporal logic as nice the ones were in Section 2.2.2 proved for
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propositional temporal logics. There we defined our class Mod0 of Kripke 
models by postulating that M  — (T ...)  6  Mod0 iff T  =  (c j, 0, succ, <) is the 
standard model of successor arithmetic. Now, we would like to find a class 
Ki C Modd of first order Kripke models characterized in a similarly explicit 
and mathematically transparent manner and then prove that for every ip £ Fj, 
Ki |= (p iff hi (p for some inference system hi.

As we indicated in Section 2.2.3, a natural choice for Ki is KInd+Tord =  
Mdcl(Ind +  Tord) first suggested for this purpose in [10], Andreka [6 ], Nemeti 
[65], [13], and related works. We will study this one as well as a few other 
natural choices.

As pointed out in [36], obtaining satisfactory completeness theorems for first 
order multi modal systems like FT is much harder (and is much less developed) 
than the same for propositional temporal logics.

O pen prob lem

(a) Is the inference system h f t  complete for the logic
p-|- I n d + T o r d  d± f  ^pl In d + T o r d

More concisely, is h f t  complete for K/nd+Tord ?

(b) If not, then can we strengthen h f t  (without radically changing its style) 
such that it would become complete for F J Ind+ Tord  ?

It would be very nice to know the answer. A positive answer for either (a) or 
(b) would yield a satisfactory completeness theorem for FT. This problem was 
investigated (with several partial results) in e.g. Abadi [2], [1 ], [3], Sain [93], 
Andreka et al. [16], Pasztor & Sain [70].

Since we do not know the answer, we will introduce slight restrictions un-
der which completeness is available. One is the so-called deterministic world 
hypothesis (DWH), another one is existence of clocks. It is important to point 
out that DWH does not imply that the part of the world which we are inves-
tigating would be deterministic. DWH means only that knowing the state of 
the whole world at a time instance t determines the state at succ(t). However, 
knowing the state of our computer only at time t might have no predicting 
power for its state at succ(t)3. Therefore this assumption does not prevent us 
from reasoning about nondeterminism, concurrency, etc. It was proved in the 
full version of Sain [84], [85] that DWH renders I- f t  complete for K/nd+Tord, 
that is for f j Ind+Tord,

3 Assuming DWH does not amount to more than what was generally assumed in the 
philosophy of science beginning with Laplace. This assumption was seriously questioned only 
by the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics. Of course, it would be nice to have 
a completeness theorem for F T  which is applicable also to the Copenhagen interpretation, 
but as Abadi’s works argue, we hope that such subtleties wiU not hamper applicability of 
F T  in the near future.
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Below we will recall the assumption C(7 ) of the existence of clocks. Since 
C(7 ) DWH, the results below stating that C(7 ) renders I”f t (=  I”5 Fp ) and
I~s f  complete for KInd+Tord are slightly weaker than the original results con-
cerning DWH. In other words, the completeness results under assuming clocks 
are immediate consequences of completeness under assuming DWH because of 
the following. Assume C(7 ). Then by C(7 ) =>  DWH, we have DWH. But 
DWH does imply completeness. Hence C(7 ) implies completeness.

For certain reasons we will concentrate on C(7 ) and its weaker version 
below. A corollary of the above mentioned completeness theorem using DWH 
can easily be formulated by using the formula Det(c) given in Example (d) 
in Section 2.2.3. Recall that c is a sequence of flexible constants, and the 
definition of Det(c) was

T heorem  2.15 (Sain 1984) Assume that all the flexible constants occurring 
in <p E also occur in the sequence c. Then

Proof: The proof of this theorem is immediate from Theorem 2.16. □
For n E u>, let Detn d= Det((co,. . . ,  c„)). Let Det+ {Det* : n < k E u;} .

T heo rem  2.16 (Sain 1984) Let n G w b e  arbitrary. Then

(a) (Ind + Tord +  Det* <p) iff (Det+\-FT<p) for any <p E Fj. Moreover,

(b) For any T U {<p} C F^, we have

( r  +  Ind  +  Tord +  Det+ <p) iff ( r  +  Det*\-FT<p)

Proof: For a proof (in slightly different form) see Sain [85], [92]. □
In the fragment without □ it is harder to obtain a completeness theorem, 

therefore we need some more definition. (Theorem 2.16 does not generalize to 
the fragment FTq q s f  without □.)

Let c ^ =  (c0 , . . . , c n) and xn =  (^o,. • •, xn)- Let Det£° d=
Detn A 03x^(x^ = A O^n = <vT). Let Det +°° d= {Detf* : n < k Gw}.

T heorem  2.17 (Sain 1983) Let n G u> be fixed. Then

(a) For any T U {<p} C Fq q s f , we have
(T +  Ind + Tord +  Det+°° [= <p) iff ( r  +  Det„°° I~s f  <p) • Further

(b) ( r  + Ind  +  Dett°° h  ip) iff ( r  +  Det+°° hs tp), 
if (p is a formula of FTq q s -
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Proof: For a proof (in slightly different form) see Sain [85], [92]. □

We note that Theorem 2.17 becomes false if we replace Det„°° with De£+. 
Recall from Abadi [1], [2], [3] that a clock is a temporal formula j (x )  

satisfying

More precisely, C(7 ) is a formula “saying” that the formula 7  is a clock. So a 
clock 7  never “shows the same time” in two different time instances t and t\.

T heo rem  2.18 (Pasztor & Sain) Even if we permit flexible predicate and 
function symbols, the temporal logics h s f  and \~s f p {= ^ f t ) are complete for 
the semantics K/nd+Tord, if we assume the existence of a clock. That is, for 
any temporal formulas (p and 7 , (a) implies (b) below.

(a) Ind  +  Tord +  C( 7 ) [= <p
(b) C(y) i~sFP <P-

The same holds with everything restricted to the language of I~s f -

The proof is based on the ideas in the proof given in Sain [85], [92] for 
Theorem 2.16, but some more work is needed. A detailed proof is available 
from Sain. For a different proof (using a result of Abadi) see that in Pasztor 
& Sain [70]. □

Theorem 2.18 generalizes the completeness result for “Ti” in Abadi [1], [2], 
[3] to Hilbert-style proof systems. In particular, for the formula <p constructed 
in §§3-4 therein to show incompleteness for (Ind  +  Tord) of the Hilbert-style 
To, we have \~s f <P (while \/t 0 y?). Theorem 2.16 improves the l-5 /rp-case of the 
above result by weakening the clock assumption.

The following theorem says that Theorem 2.16 fails for h s f  in place of 
\~SFPi ie . I~s f  is incomplete for (Ind + Tord) under Det+ (but not under 
C (i)  by Theorem 2.18).

T heorem  2.19 There is a similarity type d, a formula p  £ F q q s f j  0-e- 
p  £ Fld but □ does not occur in p) such that

(( I n d + T o r d  ^  but, for a j | DetJ Ij s F  •

Proof: We will prove a slightly stronger statement, that <p can be chosen to 
be a commonly investigated property called the safety property or invariance 
property of a simple program p described below. That is, we will define the 
program p, postulate a temporal formula Ax(p) expressing that the flexible 
constants c constitute an execution sequence of p. Then we will show that 
a simple temporal statement about c (i.e. about the execution of p) has the 
above desired property, i.e. it is true in K/nrf+Tord, but it is not provable by 
I~s f - (Of course, it is provable by hs^p , because of Theorem 2.18).

Consider the data domain D = (Z, 0, succ, R) where (Z, 0, succ) is the stan-
dard structure of the integers, and R  = {(z, — z) : z £ Z}.
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t 
D: 

R 

rn 
l 

Let the program p start with c := 0 and then increase the value of c by 1 in 
each step. (So, in particular, p never terminates.) 

p: G? 
x := 0 

x := succ(x) 

For this choice of p, Ax(p) is the following temporal formula: 3x(x = 
c A Qc = succ( x)) A 0c = 0. The invariance property t/J of p states that during 
any execution of p, c (i.e. the program register x) will never have the value -1. 
This is expressible e.g. by the temporal formula GAx(p) -+ G(succ(c) =fa 0). 

Let Th d~ Th(D) be the full first-order (nontemporal!) theory of D. It is 
enough to show that 

(a) Th l-sppt/J, and 
(b) Detf +Th 'r/sF t/J. 

Remark 

(a) and (b) yield more than claimed in the theorem, because of the following. 
By (a) and compactness, there is a sentence r E Th such that rl-sppt/J. Since 
r is a rigid sentence, 1-sFP(r -+ t/J). Let 1fJ be (r -+ t/J). Then If) is an 
invariance property, since r -+ (GAx(p) -+ G(succ(c) =fa 0)) is equivalent to 
r A GAx(p)-+ G(succ(c) =fa 0) i.e. GAx(p)-+ (r-+ G(succ(c) :/; 0)) which is 
equivalent to GAx(p) -+ G(r-+ succ(c) =fa 0) since "f is rigid. Now we have 
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t~SFP<P and I-/s f  proving the stronger, invariance property version of the
theorem, even for deterministic programs.

To prove (ii), consider the Kripke model M  =  ((Z,0 , s mc c ,Z x  Z),D ,ld) 
where Id is the identity function. The point here is that the relation <M 
interpreting □ in M  is the “nihilistic” relation Z x Z. Clearly

(c) M  t=77iU{-.V>}UDetf.

It is not hard to check that all the axioms (and rules) of [-5 ^ are true in M  
except for induction (which appears both in A1 and in R3).

In the language of h s f , R3 is equivalent to the induction formula

This was proved e.g. in [91], Lemma 2.4 (i), p. 85.
To prove M  (= (indo 0 ), it is enough to prove that D \= Indcl where 

Indcl is classical first-order induction
Indcl = {<£>(0) A Vx —* <p(succ(x))) —* Vxip(x) :

(p(x) is an arbitrary first-order formula in the language of D}.

This can be proved by the usual ultraproduct constructions in e.g. [13], [65],
[85], [92]. We omit the details of the latter. So we have M  (= (indo 0 ). This in 
turn implies that all axioms and rules of \~s f  are true in A4. So by induction 
on the length of proofs, for any formula p we have \~s f P => M  f= p. Therefore, 
by (c), we have M \ f  <p hence D etf IJs f  <P proving (b).

To prove (i), one proves by temporal induction
(d) 3x (c = x A □ c /  succ(x) —* □ -•(cffo)) .

Now we assume that is Oc = —1. Then 0 (c  =  — 1 A Oc = 1) which 
implies O(c =  1 AO c = —l) which, by —1721, contradicts (d). It is very easy 
to formalize this informal argument in \~s f p - This proves (a). We have proved 
(some more than) Theorem 2.19. □

Let us turn to the fragments \~s f > l~s> l"o of \~s f p  =  \~f t -
The natural semantics for hs f  seems to be K/n<i+Tord =  Mdcl(Ind+Tord). 

However, K/nd+Tord is not a natural semantics for h-5 , since the relation < on 
T  described by Tord is not represented by any modality in b,s, i.e. FT0 q s .
Therefore, the natural semantics for \~s is KInd d— Mdcl(Ind). It does not 
matter that the relation symbol < is still around in K/nrf, the important thing 
is that there are no axioms postulated for it. That is, if T  =  (T, 0,succ, <) 
is a (time) frame in KInd then if we change < completely arbitrarily, i.e. we 
choose < +=  0, then still T  =  (T, 0, succ, <+) will remain a frame in KInd. This 
makes KInd equivalent with its reduct where < is deleted from the time frames. 
This is true because the elements of Mod are models of classical first-order 
(two-sorted) logic, and this logic has basic properties like Beth’s definability 
property and Craig’s interpolation property. Having found that of I“5 , we
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ask what the natural semantics for ho should be. This is harder to answer, 
because the accessibility relation of O (i.e. of “sometime”) is T  x T, therefore 
we cannot delete it as easily as we deleted < interpreting O. However, there 
is a natural answer: O is interpreted by quantification over T  (i.e. t h 
iff (3fi G T )t\ h <p). (So, what we want to remove this time is quantification 
over T.) Let Indqf  be obtained from Ind  by restricting induction to those 
formulas <p G Fmcl(Mod) which contain no quantifiers over the domain T. Here 
the superscript qf intends to refer to quantifier free w.r.t. the time domain T. 
It is important to emphasize that quantifiers over D are allowed (in arbitrary 
complexity) in Indq? . Therefore Indq*T would have been a more natural 
notation, but the literature on this semantics for computer science logics goes 
back to Andreka & Nemeti [8 ], [13], so we decided to be consistent at least 
with part of this literature.

D efin ition  2.9

Indqf  d= {(^>(0) A Vt(<p(t) —► (p(succ(t))) —► V*̂ >(*)) :
<p(t) G Fmcl(Mod) contains no quantifiers ranging over 
the domain T, i.e. no quantifiers of form 3*,- with i G u  }.

□
Mdcl(Indqf)  will be regarded as the natural semantics for ho-

The uses of the semantics KInd and Mdcl(Indqf)  for, more or less, the present 
purposes go back to [10], [6 ], [13], [65]. They were obtained in the quoted works 
from their earlier version in Andreka & Nemeti [8 ], by using the insights coming 
from Csirmaz’s early results on the problems left open in [8 ]. In particular, 
Csirmaz’s result clarified the difference between KInd and Mdcl(Indqf )  from 
the point of view of computer science applications. This way Csirmaz answered 
a question going back to Andreka et al. [7] which, independently of Burstall 
[25], suggested using a version of \~s for program verification and asked how its 
proof theoretic power relates to that of the Floyd-Hoare method. Csirmaz’s 
results were published in [30], [31], [33]. (Some of the proofs in [30] and [31] 
were simplified later by Sain in [82], [8 8 ].)

For simplicity, from now on, when <p G Fj (i.e. <p is temporal), we will 
sometimes write Indqf  <p as shorthand for Mdcl(Indqf)  (p. We will
sometimes do the same for other T C Fmcl(Mod) in place of Indq*. (The 
sloppiness here is that T comes from the nontemporal language Fmcl(Mod), 
while <p comes from the temporal one, Fj. The connection between the two 
languages is that Mdcl(T) is also a class of temporal Kripke models. To make 
it explicit that we are using this connection, we should write Mdcl(T) (p 
instead of T <p. From now on, however, we will be less careful about this 
notational principle.)

T heorem  2 . 2 0  h 5  is not complete even for the semantics K/nd (here every-
thing is restricted to the I- 5  - fragment, of course). Moreover, there is a formula 
<p in the ( - 5  - fragment FT0 o s  such that K/nd [= <p but D etf I/$  (p.
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The proof is immediate from that of Theorem 2.19 above. □

Neither Det„ nor C(~f) helps. In case of the latter the reason is that C(7 ) is 
not expressible in the language of hs. According to Theorem 2.17 (b), Det„°° 
helps.

We conjecture that for any temporal formula (p in the h 5  - fragment, hs tp 
iff Ind\ |= p. Here the set Ind\ C Ind  is induction over those formulas which 
contain only one variable of sort T.

T heorem  2.21 ho is complete for the semantics Indq* , i.e. for any temporal 
formula <p in the language of ho,

The proof is based on Theorem 2.4 and is available from the authors. □

In connection with the problems raised at the end of the important works of 
Abadi [1], [2], [3], among others, we obtain the following: Abadi [2], [3] proved 
that the inference systems in Manna & Pnueli [61] become incomplete for the 
semantics (Ind+ Tord ) if we add flexible predicate (or function) symbols. ([61] 
does not allow these.) In Theorem 2.22 we state that this incompleteness re-
mains true even without allowing (or adding) flexible predicates (or functions).

T heorem  2.22 The inference system introduced in Manna &; Pnueli [61] for 
temporal logic with O  and n 1S incomplete for the semantics K/nd+Tord. More-
over, it remains incomplete after adding all propositionally valid formulas (cf. 
A1 herein) and any finite number of new axioms (valid in K/nd+Tord).

The proof is a refinement of that of Theorem 2.19, and is available from the 
authors. □

The next result seems to answer Abadi’s open question (2) in [2], §9, p. 72.

T heorem  2.23 The inference system T\ introduced in Abadi’s papers [1], [2], 
[3] is incomplete for « /nd+Tord if used without “until” . This is so even if we 
assume DWH, and despite T i’s being reinforced with a rule permitting the 
use of auxiliary definitions in proofs. From the remark at the end of §7 of [2] 
discussing “T\ without until” , we conclude that clocks do increase the power 
of this system.

For a proof see that of Theorem 2.19 (Further explanation is available from 
the authors.) □

We did not check whether the counterexample in the proof of Theorem 2.19 
proves perhaps that T\ together with “until” is still incomplete for |</nd+Tord. 
Either way, it would be nice to check this.
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O pen problem

Is Theorem 2.15 true without any extra assumptions like existence of clocks or 
any kind of DWH? □

R ecent a tte m p ts  an d  ideas for solving th e  com pleteness p rob lem  
for FT

Next we turn to solving some open problems raised in recent publications of 
the computer science temporal logic school represented by Manna k  Pnueli 
[61], [62], Abadi k  Manna [5], Abadi [1], [2], [3], These problems concern the 
proof theoretic powers of the inference systems: To, introduced by Manna k  
Pnueli [61], [62], and reformulated by Abadi [1], [2], [3]; the resolution system 
R of Abadi k  Manna [5] with its final form in [3], [2]; and Ti ,T2 of Abadi [1], 
[2], [3]. It was proved in Pasztor k  Sain [70] taken together with Abadi [3] 
that (for our present purposes at least) \~sFPi T l , and R are equivalent. So the 
reader unfamiliar with the Abadi k  Manna works cited here should substitute 
\~s f p  for T\ or R. On the other hand, T2 will be defined (recalled) soon. The 
last sentence in the “Open problems” sections of Abadi [1], [2], [3] (§9 in [1], 
§9 in [2], §5.9 in [3]) asks if a clock adds power to T\ or R. (The question 
is understood modulo infinite data domains, of course.) We will answer this 
problem affirmatively. To recall the second problem we are going to solve, we 
need the following definition.

D efinition  2.10 Consider the following “Gabbay-type rule” or so-called con-
sistency rule (CR):

If
(2.12)

whenever no member of c occurs in y>, if), or 7.
Let h 5 ^ p + be the inference system hspp augmented with the new rule 

(2.12). That is, whenever h sp p -1" [(...) —► 7] then we also have l”5pp+7. Oth-
erwise we are allowed to use \~s f p  in h sp p + - derivations. Then hp2 (or simply 
T2 ) is defined to be l-5 p p + .

It is important to note that now we are allowed to use hp2 for bp2 <py but 
never to use it in the context T I~t 2 V? (with T a set of arbitrary formulas, i.e. 
nonlogical axioms). Namely, a well known property of the consistency rules, a 
special case of which is (2 .1 2 ), is that they are usually far from being sound 
in the latter context. That is, usually (r hp2) ^  (r \=K) for any reasonable 
choice of K. In other words, these consistency rules were designed for use 
only in the h t 2 (or more dramatically ( 0  b r2)) context and not in the (T h t 2) 
context. □

The formulation of ht 2 in Abadi [2] is slightly different from the above 
one, but for the purpose of this chapter we may consider the above formulation
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equivalent to Abadi’s original one.
Consistency rules like CR have been used successfully for obtaining com-

plete inference systems for logics which had been proved to have no complete 
Hilbert-style inference systems, see Venema [101], Def.3.2, [102], Simon [98]. 
As far as we know, the rule goes back to Gabbay [35], but see [102] for historical 
background of this rule.

It is interesting to note that certain aspects of this rule turn out to be useful 
in connection with the (Some — other — times) modality, i.e. the irreflexive 
version of O, which, to our knowledge, was first discovered and proved useful by 
G.H. von Wright, see Segerberg [96]; its usefulness in computer science was first 
pointed out in Sain [79], [87], see also Pasztor [69]. This (Some — other — times) 
modality is denoted by D for “difference” , in Venema [102] and van Benthem

[22]-Because of this record of success of the consistency rules (the price we have 
to pay for completeness is that we are restricted to proving validities like 0  h <p), 
there seems to be hope that adding CR to \~s f p  and obtaining \~t 2 this way, 
one might be able to obtain a nice completeness theorem for FT. (Perhaps one 
will have to fine-tune the system, modifying Ti slightly etc., but the approach 
seems to be promising.) Below we will see how far this approach has been able 
to go till now.

The inference system h t 2 is n°t sound for K/nd+Tord. This, however, is 
not a weakness but rather a virtue. Namely, T2 was designed for a smaller 
class KI n d + T Pa |( In d + T o rd .  Qf  Kripke models by Abadi, because he wanted
a stronger inference system. The semantics KI n d + T Pa goes back to Andreka 
& Nemeti [8 ], and was suggested for computer science logics of programs and 
actions, e.g. in Andreka et al. [13], Nemeti [65], Sain [76]. Later, Abadi [2], [3] 
presented convincing arguments that this is a rather suitable (or reasonably 
adequate) semantics from the point of view of computer science applications.

Let us turn to recalling KI n d + T Pa from these works.

Definition 2.11

(a) We begin by expanding our time frames

T  = (T, 0, succ, <) with two new binary operations +  and x, obtaining 
T + =  (T, 0, succ, <, + , x). Then we require the usual set PA of Peano’s 
axioms for arithmetic to be valid in our expanded frames T + .

Now we have two-sorted models Ad+ = ( (T ,. . . ,  x), D, /o, f \ , . . . ) ,  which 
are expansions of our old models in Mod. Let us denote the class of these 
new models M +  by Mod+ . Then Fmcl(Mod+) contains more formulas 
than Fmcl(Mod), because now we have the new symbols +  and x acting 
on the time sort T.

Let Ind  be the same as before, but now Ind  postulates induction over 
all formulas of Fmcl(Mod+), including the ones containing +  and x for
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sort T. We define 

Klnd+Tpa dif {M+ = (T+,D,/i);ew: T+ I= PA and M+ I= Ind}. 

Equivalently, let Tpa ~ Fmcl(Mod+) be a copy of PA postulated for the 
time sort T of our models M+. Then 

Klnd+Tpa = Mdcl(Ind + Tpa). 

(b) Let cp E F~ and let M+ = ( (T, 0, succ, ~. +, x), D, /;)iew. Then M+ Fd 
cp is defined to hold iff ((T,O,succ,~),D,/;);ew I= cp. D 

We use the expanded models M+ E Klnd+Tpa for interpreting the same old 
temporal modalities 0, Q, D, D. That is, we use only the old part "O, succ, ~" 
of our new models M+ when interpreting temporal formulas. One could ask 
then: "What is the use of the new operations + and x on T?" The answer 
is that their use is indirect. They enable us to postulate the stronger axioms 
Ind+ Tpa which in turn force 0, succ, ~ to be more similar to the standard 
time frame (w, 0, succ, ~) of PT. Let 

Rd(Klnd+Tpa) di} RdKind+Tpa di} {M E Mod : M it can be expanded 
with+ and x to an M+ E Klnd+TP 0 }. 

Rd stands for "reduct", i.e. for forgetting + and x. Now, 

RdKind+Tpa f.C Klnd+Tord. 

When there is no danger of confusion, we will omit the "forgetful" operator 
Rd. That is, we will write Kind+Tpa I= cp instead of RdKlnd+Tpa I= cp or 
Klnd+Tpa C Klnd+Tord. 

Proposition 2.5 

(a) All standard models are in Klnd+Tpa, i.e. 

((w, 0, succ, ~), D, /i)iew E RdKind+Tpa for all choices of D and k 

(b) There are temporal formulas cp already in FT 0 o such that 

Klnd+Tpa I= 'P but Klnd+Tord ~ 'P· 

Proof: Relatively easy, see Sain [76], Andreka et al. [10], [13]. D 

Proposition 2.5 says that Klnd+Tpa is a much stronger semantics for all 
fragments of our temporal logic than Klnd+Tord. 

Of course, it is a challenge to devise a nice, complete inference system for 

FTind+Tpa = (F~, Klnd+Tpa, Fd)· 
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This problem has been implicitly raised already in Nemeti [65], and also in 
other early publications of the so called nonstandard logics of programs (NLP) 
school. The requirement that the inference system be nice is essential since 
ugly complete inference systems have already been published in Andreka et al. 
[13], Sain [80] (for a slightly different syntax whose translation to the present 
syntax is a routine exercise). Abadi [2], [3] designed the inference system h r 2 

(sometimes denoted as T2 ) to meet this challenge.
As we will see, under assuming the existence of clocks, he was successful. 

That is, under assuming clocks (as we did in Theorem 2.18), T2 is complete for 
Ft ind+Tpa g u  ̂ ^  wag prove(j jn gajn [9 3 ] (See aiso Andreka et al. [16]) that 
T2 is not complete for f j Ind+TPa jn general.

T heorem  2.24 (Abadi [2]) Under assuming the existence of clocks ((7(7)), T2 

is complete for FTind+Tpa That is, for any < ^ ,7  € Fj, we have

The proof is in [2]. □

Unfortunately the soundness direction “<=” for the above theorem fails.

T heorem  2.25 (Sain [92]) Even under assuming clocks, T2 remains unsound 
for FTInd+Tpa That is, there is (p G Fj such that

(a) K/nd+Tpo £  <p, but

(b) I-t 2 C ( c  = x )  -► (p.

Proof: [92]. □

The defect shown by Theorem 2.40 can be mended though. Namely, the 
semantics « /nd+Tpa = Mdcl(Ind + Tpa) was strengthened in [13], p. 264, [78],
[8 6 ], [65] etc. to one denoted by M dcl(Ind+Tpa+Exb). Here E x b is a restricted 
version of the comprehension axiom Ex. Since the standard terminology in 
logic is “comprehension” , some of the quoted works (e.g.[8 6 ]) denote these two 
sets of axioms as C m b and Cm  respectively. (The abbreviation Ex  refers to 
“existence axiom” .) Here we do not recall E x b (which, however, is a standard 
tool of nonstandard second-order logic, see e.g. Makowsky &; Sain [59]), but 
we will recall Ex  at the end of this chapter. It was proved by Sain around 
1982-3 that E x  adds to the program verifying powers of these logics4.

T heorem  2.26 (Sain) Under assuming clocks, T2 is sound and complete for 
the semantics Mdcl(Ind +  Tpa -|- E xb)y i.e.

4 Using different terminology, this means that quantifying over flexible variables increases 
the program-verifying power of temporal logics.
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for any 7 , <p G Fj.
The proof is based partly on Abadi’s methods [2] and partly on the methods 
concerning Ex, E xb and Peano’s arithmetic [85], [93]. It is available from Sain.

□

Let us look at the problem whether assuming clocks can be eliminated, or 
at least weakened.

T heo rem  2.27 (Sain 1988) T2 is not complete for K/nd+Tpa. Moreover, T2 

remains incomplete under the deterministic world hypothesis Det*, and even 
under the stronger Det„°°.

P roof: Sain [93]; the details left unchecked are fully supplied in Csirmaz [32]. 
(See also Andreka et al. [16].) □

The above outlined limitative results on T2 , e.g. Theorem 2.27, were re-
called from (an early version of) [16], and their consequences were discussed 
in Abadi [4]. The ideas presented are similar to these above, where we argue 
that DWH will not limit applicability too much.

O pen  problem

Find a nice, Hilbert-style inference system h for first-order temporal logic which 
is sound and complete for (Ind + Tpa ^=), i.e. for the semantics Abadi denotes 
as kp. □

2.3 Expressing and proving properties o f  
programs in tem poral logics: 
fairness and concurrency

Let p be an arbitrary program (cf. Definition 2.12 below). For proving state-
ments about p , the various program verification methods (see e.g. Pnueli [71], 
p.56, Burst all [25] and Nemeti [65]) develop a theory Ax(p) “around” this pro-
gram p, and prove the statement in question inside of this particular theory 
Ax{p). Burstall’s and Pnueli’s program verification methods (to be recalled 
in Section 2.4) are concrete examples for this. Instead of “program verifica-
tion method” , we will simply write “method” for brevity. Probably the first 
descriptions of Burst all’s method are in [25] and independently in [7]. Pnueli 
and others extended Burstall’s method from the basically modal framework 
l“OOS to more truly temporal ones like I~f t , e.g. in Pnueli [71], [72], Gabbay 
et al. [37], Manna & Pnueli [61], [62], [63]. Both of these methods are suitable 
for proving both partial and total correctness of programs. In this chapter we 
concentrate only on partial correctness assertions (peas from now on). This is
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our reason for defining here provability of peas only, by temporal logic meth-
ods. Intuitively, a pea [p]^ states that every possible output of program p 
will satisfy formula ip. (Note that it does not claim that there will be such an 
output, that is, a pea says nothing about termination.)

An intuitive summary of item (2.13) is given in the following 30 or so lines.
If p is a program then Ax(p) is the temporal logic formula expressing that 

c is an execution sequence of p (i.e. c is a time sequence of values of the data 
variable or “register” of the program p; if p contains more data variables then 
the formula becomes more complicated in the obvious way). For example if
l \ ------x.=x+2-----> £2 ;s an ecjge (or command) of p then Ax(p) contains the
subformula

Now,

a temporal proof of a partial correctness assertion (p -h- \p]ip (more 
classically expressed as {<p}p{i/>})is a proof of the temporal formula 
7  expressing
( “c is at the halt label of p”—*■ tp(c)),
from Ax(p) and O^(c), using one of the inference systems ho=h0 Q > 
l"0 OS j ^©Os f , or \-q q s f p = 1“f t • The formulas 7 , Ax(p), and 
0 <p(c) belong to the fragment ho, cf. e.g. Pnueli [73]).
We write h0 O 5  (<p —► [p]^) for {Ax(p), Q<p(c)} h 0 O 5  7 an<l simi-
larly for the other inference systems \~q q s f , ho, etc. (2.13)

We note that this definition of h 0 Q5  <P —1> \p]*l> is equivalent to

The advantage of our original definition is that it is applicable to the fragment 
Fq q  where □ is not available.

Let Formd denote the set of all (ordinary classical) first-order formulas 
of similarity type d. Very often, by a pea we understand a formula of the 
form \p]xl> which in the classical Hoare notation would read as {TRUE}p{V,}• 
Traditionally, a pea is a formula of the form <p —► \p]ip with £ Form**. 
So our peas seem to be special cases only of traditional peas. However, this 
restriction does not restrict generality of the investigation. Namely, every 
traditional pea p  —*• \p]tp is equivalent to a “restricted” one [p ']^ because of 
the following. Let x contain all the data variables in <p, p and t/>. Let x ' be a 
disjoint copy of x. Let p' be the program obtained from p which first copies 
x into x f and then executes p (on x as before). Then [p/](̂ >(ar/) —► is
equivalent to p (x ) —► \p]tp(x).

In Definition 2.12 below we give a set Ax(p) C F ^ q  of axioms for an 
arbitrary program p. Intuitively, Ax(p) expresses that the flexible constant
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symbols co ,...,c*  (the denotation of which may change in time!) form an 
execution sequence or trace of the program p , where k is the number of variables 
occurring in p. In this part of the chapter by a program we always mean a 
deterministic block-diagram program. For fixing our notation, in Definition 
2 . 1 2  we recall the definition of a program, too. Of course, this does not apply 
to the places where we discuss fairness, concurrency, etc.

Definition 2.12

(a) Lab denotes the set of all (rigid) constant terms of similarity type d (i.e. 
Lab is the set of those terms which do not contain variables). The ele-
ments of Lab are called labels. (Lab is chosen this way for simplicity only. 
This is an ad-hoc choice designed only to avoid irrelevant distractions. 
There are many other possible ways for handling labels, see the remark 
below.)
The set Ud of commands of type d is defined by

U i=  { ( i : X j  «- r), ( i : IF XGOTO »), ( i : HALT) :
i, v £ Lab, j  £ a;, r  is a rigid term of type d, \  € Form^ 
is a quantifier-free formula, and i ^ v } .

A constant term i in a command standing on the left-hand side of is 
called the label of the command. By a (deterministic) program (of type d) 
we understand a finite sequence p £ (Ud)* of commands in which no two 
members have the same label and there is exactly one halt command: the 
last command of p. Further, if ( i : IF \G O TO  v) occurs in p then there is 
a command in p the label of which is v. If the restriction that a label can 
occur at most in one command is lifted then we obtain nondeterministic 
programs.
The set of all deterministic programs of type d is denoted by Pd.

(b) Let p £ Pd. We define functions n(p), Ar(p), im(p), um(p) of p. When
using these functions, we almost always omit the arguments “(p)” and 
simply write n, fc, imum instead of n(p) etc. We do this already in their 
definitions: n(p) = n, im, and um, for m < n, are defined by the equation 
p =  <(i0  : «o), Wn)) (thus u„ is HALT).

k d— min{w  € w : (Vv > ui)(xv does not occur in p)} .

The variable x* (which does not occur in p) is called the control variable 
of p.

(c) Let p =  ((i0 : u0) ,. . . , (« n • «n)) £ Pd- Let x =  (x0 , . . . ,x * )  and £ =  
( c q , . . . ,  Cjb). x = c abbreviates /\{xj =  c, : i < k}.
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We define a set Ax(p) ~ F~0 of axioms as follows: 

Ax(p) d~ {(CA: = im --+ 11:(im' Um' x' c)) : m < n} u { 0( CA: = io)} 

where: if Um = "xw - r" then 

11:(im, Um, x, c) d~ ((c = x)--+ Q(ck = im+l /\Cw = T(x)/\ 
A{c; = x; :j < k and j f w})), 

if Um = "IFxGOTO v" then 

11:(im,um,x,c) di:f ((c=x/\x)-O(ck = v/\A{c; = x; :j < k}))/\ 
((c = x /\-ix)--+ Q(ck = im+i/\ 
A{c; = x; : j < k})), 

and if Um = "HALT' then 

( . _ _ )de/ (- _ Q(- _)) 
II: Zm, Um, X, C = C = X --+ C = X • 

Remark 

0 

Throughout, we use the convention that whenever we discuss the provability of 
some property of a program p from a data theory Th, we always assume that 
Th postulates that all the terms occurring as labels in pare different. So, for 
example, let p be ((0 : x - 3), (1 : x - x + 1), (2 : HALT)). Then I- (p]x = 4 
or equivalently 0 I- (p]x = 4 means {Of 1 f 2 f O} I- (p]x = 4. Similarly for f: 
in place of I-. The only reason for this fairly ad hoe convention is to simplify 
our framework. Namely, the values of the control variable have to be labels, 
but for simplicity we use these labels as possible values of the functions we 
call intensions. For those readers who dislike the above ad hoe solution of the 
"labels as data" problem, we outline here our original formalism. 

In the original version of NLP including its temporal logic (and in tensional 
logic) versions, the classical logic counterparts (in the correspondence theoretic 
sense) denoted by (F1c/(Mod), Mod, f:cl) herein, were a five-sorted logic with 
models like M = (T, D, L, In, h), where L = (L, oL' SL' ~L) satisfies the 
usual finite axiomatization of(, w, 0, succ, ~ ), cf. Andreka et.al [10]. Further, 
DnL = 0, In~ TD, and h ~ T L. Then the labels in a program were required 
to be elements of Lab = { oL' sLoL' SL ... sLoL' . .. } = variable-free terms of 
the language of L. A trace of a program p was defined to be a pair (a, b) with 
b E h, and a E k(Jn) with k the number of variables occurring in p. 

This approach completely eliminates the "labels as data" problem. The 
price we had to pay was that we had to drag along two extra sorts through
out our investigations. The ad hoe solution for the "labels as data" problem 
described above (and used throughout this chapter) was designed to create 
a situation where we have the same results as in the five-sorted (more sys
tematic) formalism, but the whole machinery is considerably simpler. All our 
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definitions, proofs, and results can easily be translated from the three-sorted 
formalism to the five-sorted one so that the ad hoc elements of our dealing 
with the “labels as data” problem disappears completely. □

Having introduced the set Pd of programs, let us turn to statements (e.g. 
peas) about programs and their temporal provability.

By a pea of similarity type d we understand a new kind of formula \p]ip, 
where p E Pd and ip E Form**. The more general-looking <p —j► \p]ip where 
(p,ip E Formd is also called a pea (we already explained why this is always 
reducible to a pea of the simpler [p]ip form). As was already mentioned, the 
Hoare-style notation for a pea <p —► [p]ip reads as {<p} p {ip}. Occasionally we 
will use this notation too.

Definition 2.13

(a) Recall from items (in Section 2.2.3) that {ho, h i, l“2 , h3 } =  {ho, \~q q s j  
^ q OSF,^~q q s f p } are the inference systems for the temporal logics ex-
tending the fragment FTo =  FTq q  of FT.
For each temporal inference system h,- (i < 3), we will define the hf-  
definability of peas. That is, for each Th  C Form** and pea [p]̂ >, we will 
define what Th  hj \p]ip means, for i < 3.

(b) Let Th  U (v?, ip) C Form^ and p E and i < 3. Then
Th  h, (ip —► \p]ip) is defined to hold iff 

Th  U Ax(p) hi (3x(<p A 0 c =  x A Ck =  i h a l t ) —► 3x(x = c A ip)) 
where c = (co . . .  Ck) with k = k(p) exactly as in Definition 2.12(b) above.

(c) The same (as in (b)) applies for any other temporal inference system h 
(in place of h,) extending ho- (We need the condition that h extends 
ho because the formulas Ax(p) etc. involved in (b) are formulated in the 
language Fq q  of ho.) So we need this part, for (b) to make sense.

(d) We write h, \p]ip to denote 0 h,- TRUE —> \p]ip. We might occasionally
use the notation h, {p} p {ip} for the same thing. Here h,- is a temporal 
inference system of course. □

An invariance property of a program p E Pd is a statement of the kind

for some arbitrary but fixed classical first order formula ip(x) and arbitrary but 
fixed label t {. It is an obvious generalization of the concept of a pea discussed 
above. Its temporal provability is defined completely analogously.

Recall that Ax(p) was our set of temporal axioms expressing that the vec-
tor c of flexible constants co,ci, . . .  constitutes an execution sequence of our 
program p. Ax(p) was expressed according to the following ideas.
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Let p be a program with x =  (a?o, . . . ,£*)  its data variables (or its registers) 
and control variable. That is, a state of p in a data domain D =  (D , . . . )  is an 
evaluation /  : {a?o,. . . ,  £*} — ► D of x into D. Then there is a classical first 
order formula 7r(x, x ') describing the state transition relation of p (x  contains 
no modalities and no flexible symbols). Intuitively, w(x,x') means that x is a 
possible state of p, and x ' is a possible successor state of x in some execution 
of p. Further, ir(xyx) means that x is a halting state of p. Now, Ax(p) was 
defined to be Vx(7r(c,x) —> 0 ( c  — *)).

Clearly Ax(p) is a temporal formula, and for any Kripke model M , if M  |= 
Ax{p) then M  f= &Ax(jp). Actually the intended meaning of Ax{p) is □ Ax(p). 
The only reason for dropping □ was that this way we were expressing the same 
thing by using fewer modalities, permitting greater flexibility in applications.

Let h* be a temporal logic (e.g. h* can be Hq q S} ^©Os f  etc. introduced 
at the beginning of this chapter). Let p —* \p]tp be a pea where x(x, x') defines 
the state transition relation of p (as above). (Here <p and ^  are <p(x) and *l>(x), 
and they contain no modalities or flexible symbols.)

We say that <p —► [p]^ is h*-provable, in symbols h* (p —► [p]^, iff

(2.14)

In (2.14), <p(c), t/>(c)y and ir(c, c) can be formalized more carefully as 3x(x = 
c A <p(x)) and the same for ifr or 7r.

Temporal provability of other program properties (e.g. invariance prop-
erties, termination, etc.) are defined analogously to (2.13)5. In passing we 
note the following. An important feature of (2.14) is that it uses no modality 
other than Q  and 0 . Therefore h*-provability of peas makes sense in any 
fragment h* of temporal logic containing Q  and ©, even in ho not containing 
any other modality (not even “plain sometime” O). This fragment ho is inter-
esting because it is equivalent to Floyd-Hoare logic w.r.t. provability of peas 
(see Theorem 2.28). Availability of (2.14) in all fragments makes it possible to 
compare the pea-proving powers of these fragments.

Let us turn to concurrency. In this subsection we will concentrate on some 
basic concerns about the question; what kind of temporal logics are most suit-
able for representing and proving properties of concurrent processes? We will 
not go into the details of what kinds of concurrency we are dealing with, be-
cause this is not needed for addressing the general question about choosing an 
adequate temporal logic. The basic problem is that in reasoning about pro-
grams, the next-time modality Q  has proved to be immensely useful (as the 
references of this chapter illustrate). At ane point, there was an impression 
that concurrency could be better handled in temporal logic without O- If this 
impression had proven to be right, then we would have faced a lot of new work 
for finding new completeness techniques of temporal logic without Q* (F°r

5In particular, for invariance properties the definition given in (2.14) becomes { A x ( p ) y 
0^>(c)} h* V'(c) (with exactly the same restrictions on xp as above, i.e. as in the pea case).
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example, how would we prove all those things we used to prove by induction?) 
Fortunately, this is not the case, as will be outlined below.

For certain reasonings about concurrent situations, BAx(p) is too strong 
a description. If we are executing several processes p i , . . .  ,p* in a concurrent 
fashion which are not synchronized then the use of O  m ®Ax(pi) introduces 
an artificial synchronization. For this and related reasons we have to revise 
Ax(p) and replace it with more subtle formalizations (of basically the same 
idea). Let p and ir be as above. Then Axinv(p) is the formula

Now, Axinv(p) differs from Ax(p) in that it expresses that we do not know 
how long it takes to execute a transition step t t(x , x ') of the program p, but as 
long as the step is not finished, we remain in the old state x , and when it is 
finished we get into the new state x f. The only thing that can go wrong with 
this formula is that it does not express that executing a step takes only a finite 
amount of time. (Actually if the process p has to wait for something then this 
finiteness condition may not even be true, but let us come back to this later.) 
Already, Axinv(p) is strong enough to prove all invariance properties (in FT) 
that were provable from Ax(p). That is, let h be a temporal logic containing 
at least 0  and O  and the induction rule (R3 in Section 2.2.3). (Actually we 
assume that h contains ho.) Let (p be an invariance property of p. Then

This is what the “inv” part refers to in the abbreviation Axinv. In particular, 
we can prove the same peas from Axinv{p) as from Ax{p). But we cannot prove 
eventualities like total correctness, termination, fairness etc. from Axinv{p). 
To this end let Axfair(p) be the formula

Now, from Axinv(p) A A xfa ir(p ), the same program properties (invariance, 
eventualities, etc.) can be proved in FT as from Ax{p). The advantage is that 
the new axioms do not imply any undesired synchronization and hence can be 
applied to concurrent situations more realistically. At the same time we can 
use the same axiomatizations of FT as before (see the beginning of this chapter 
and/or Abadi [2], Abadi & Manna [5]) and they will have basically the same 
proof theoretic powers for deriving the same program properties as they had 
with Ax{p).

For some concurrent situations Axfair(p) might be too strong. (For exam-
ple, because it might be Axfair(p) itself what we want to prove from some more 
basic assumptions. Or we might want to prove deadlock freedom (and then 
assuming Ax fa ir  to start with is not quite fair).) We might have a temporal 
formula Enabled(pi) associated with each program p, which expresses that the

iff
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execution of p, can proceed whenever Enabled (pi) is true. Then A xfa ir+ (p) 
is the formula

Using the new Axinv(p) A Ax fa ir*  (p), we can reason about concurrent sit-
uations quite realistically, without having to change our basic temporal logic 
Pq O s f  (or \ - q o s f p )-

Remark
If we do not need Ax fa ir*  but only Ax fa ir  then the necessity of using all 
modalities of \~q q s f  to express Axinv(p) A Axfair(p) might seem a high 
price. Do we really need O here? Let Ax fa ir 0 be <pVx( 7r(c, a?) —► <3>c =  
x). If Ax°(p) is Axinv(p) A Axfair°(p), then we can write up Ax°(p) in 
h 0 O 5  already. For many purposes Ax°(p) might be just as good as Ax{p) or 
Axinv  +  Ax fa ir . Clearly the same invariance properties can be proved from 
Ax°(p) as from the rest (as was observed earlier), and it seems likely that this 
extends to total correctness and termination properties (we did not check this, 
though). We do not know how suitable Ax°(p) is (in comparison with Ax(p) 
and Axinv  +  Ax fa ir)  for proving temporal properties of programs in general.

2.4 On special properties o f programs

2.4.1 Comparing and characterizing program-verifying 
powers of temporal logics

For an arbitrary similarity type d, let PCA<* denote the set of all peas of simi-
larity type d, i.e.

Let bt- and by (i, j  < 3) be two inference systems for the temporal logics 
extending the fragment FTo = Fq q  of FT. Recall from Definition 2.13 the 
concept of b,—provability (i < 3) of peas from data theories Th  C Form**.

We say that b,* has greater (or equal) program verifying power than by 
(w.r.t. peas), in symbols bt* >□ by or by <□ b,-, if for every similarity type d, 
for every Th  C Form** and p E PCA ,̂ the following holds:

(Th by p) implies (Th b,- p).

We say that b,- and by have the same (or equal) program verifying power (w.r.t. 
peas), in symbols b,* =□ by, if
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We say that ht has strictly greater program verifying power than )rj, in symbols 
K’ >□ bj or hj <□ hj, if

Distinguished program verification methods

Let \p]tp be a pea. Then,

• \p]tp is provable by BurstalVs method (which is the same as the intermit-
tent assertions method), iff P©os [p]̂ >.

•  [p]tp is provable by Pnueli’s method, iff ^ q o s f  [p]^-

•  l“FH \p]x/> denotes the claim that the pea [p]V> is provable by the well 
known classical Floyd-Hoare method. The Floyd-Hoare method bFH is 
an inference system designed for proving peas, i.e. statements of the form 
<p —► [p]^. hFH is of a style different from BurstalPs or Pnueli’s methods 
(which will be briefly referred to as Kq q s  [p]V> and Pq q s f  [p]V0  in the 
following sense. hFH is based solely on classical one-sorted first- order 
logic. That is, hFH makes no use of modal logic or nonclassical logic of 
any kind. hFH works inside the classical one-sorted logic (Form^, {D : 
D is a “data domain” of typed}, |=). The definition of bFH goes back to 
Naur, moreover, Alan Turing himself used; it. hFH is the same as what is 
sometimes called invariant assertions method and sometimes Hoare logic. 
We do not recall hFH here because it is well covered in the literature, see, 
e.g. Manna [60], Gergely & Szots [39], Gonzalez & Artalejo [43], [13], 
Csirmaz [30], [8 8 ], Makowsky &; Sain [59].

The above definitions of BurstalPs, Pnueli’s and Floyd-Hoare methods are nat-
urally extended to the derivability of a pea from a data theory (or, equivalently, 
a data type specification) Th. For example,

is defined the natural way (see the above references for details, which are pretty 
obvious though).

In accordance with what we said earlier, the relations =□, <□, <□ are 
applicable to the formal system (or program verification method) hFH too, 
E.g. hFH= D hi means that for any pea [p]^ we have

It is important to note that this is equivalent to saying that for any d, any 
Th  U {V>} C Forrrid, any p £ Pd we have hFH \p]rj; iff h, [p]V>.

Although hFH has nothing in common with nonclassical (e.g. modal) logics, 
Burstall [25] has already raised the problem of matching hFH up with modal

and

or equivalently Th  hFH
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and temporal logics of programs. As far as we know, Theorem 2.28 is the first 
definitive answer in this direction (though informal conjectures such as bFH 
is equivalent to “always” logic but not with “sometime” logic, have appeared 
already in Manna & Waldinger [64]).

T heorem  2.28 (Sain) hFH=aho.
That is, exactly those peas are provable by the Floyd-Hoare method which 

are provable by the weak temporal logic ho. This result extends to non- 
deterministic programs, too.
For a proof see [16], p. 129. O

One of the uses of the relation (between proof systems) =□ defined above 
is in formulating characterization theorems for distinguished, well known pro-
gram verification methods. The purpose of such a theorem is to characterize 
the proof theoretic power of the method in question in terms of clear, well un-
derstood mathematical concepts. For more intuitive motivation see e.g. [92], 
[16], [84],

Recall the definitions of Ind  and Tord from Definition 2.7, Section 2.2.3. 
Our first group of characterizations of program-verifying powers first, the Csir- 
maz (1981) (vastly improving on a result of Andreka & Nemeti (1977), the 
second two from Sain (1981-82)) is as follows.

T heorem  2.29
bFH =□ Ind**
h 0 q s  =□ Ind
b©os f  =□ (Ind + Tord) =o ^ q q s f p  =  1“f t  •

The proofs of these statements can be found in [92]. Concerning the proof and 
history of the first statement, see also Andreka et al. [16], p. 127. □

C orollary  2.2

h© osF=a (h©o5 FP expanded with “until” and “since” . □

Corollary 2.2 can be even further generalized to obtain Hq o s f ^ d  ANY, 
where ANY is temporal logic with modalities based on discrete linear ordering 
on time and containing Hq q s f - This follows from the fact that by having the 
Tord axiom in Theorem 2.29, one can describe all possible temporal modalities 
based on discrete linear ordering of time. As was mentioned earlier, from 
the point of view of proving invariance properties of programs, \~q q s  and 
h©o s f  are the same as the established program verification methods known 
as intermittent assertions method (IAM) (or sometime method or BurstalPs 
method) and Pnueli’s temporal method respectively. (Recall that peas are 
special invariance properties.) However, if we want to extend this remark 
(defining IAM as b©os etc.) to provability of total correctness, termination
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o r  e v e n t u a l i t i e s  in general, then something has to be added. Namely, IAM and 
Pnueli’s method for eventualities (hence for termination too) are “ D i a g H©os” 
and “ D i a g  l"©os f ” respectively, where D i a g is an induction principle on data 
(as opposed to time), explained more carefully in Section 2.4.2.

Already, from the point of view of proving d e t e r m i n i s t i c  p e a s  only, Floyd- 
Hoare method is strictly weaker than Hq q s  which is strictly weaker than 
l” © 0 s f = o  I” q o s f p  which in turn is strictly weaker than some new methods to 
be introduced and discussed later. In symbols, we have the following theorem.

T h eo rem  2.30 hFH, < cdI“©0 5 > <a^QQSF=a^FT<o (c e r t a i n  n e w  m e t h o d s ) 
where, e.g., hFH Ccih^os means that strictly more deterministic peas are prov-
able by I-QQs than by hFH.
For the proof and more careful formulation of the third inequality the reader 
is referred to Theorem 2.34. The remaining (first two) inequalities follow from 
theorems in [92] or [85]. The □ part was stated in Theorem 2.29. □

As we have already seen that the symbols =□, <□, and <□ are naturally 
applicable between hFH and the h,s, let us now notice that they are applicable 
between a n y  formalisms \-u and \-w which are suitable for proving peas. So 
HarePs axiomatization of dynamic logic [45] or any other logic of programs 
can take the place of h,- in hu =□ or bu <□!-«,. (We note that, unless 
otherwise specified, □ and <□ are defined with our attention restricted to 
deterministic programs.) We note that such comparisons of proof theoretic 
powers of different kinds of formalisms from the point of view of provability 
of special kinds of formulas (in our present case these constitute PCA<* but 
later we will look at the same with, for example, total correctness assertions 
in place of PCA</) are well known in logic. Examples are the equiconsistency 
investigations in set theory or many of the investigations in Tarski & Givant
[100].

In connection with the differences in proof theoretic (or program verifying) 
power discussed so far, the following question of practical relevance arises:

W hat happens if the data domain D is rich enough to encode finite se-
quences with single elements? More precisely, what we assume is that the 
data theory (or specification) forces the data domain to be such. Examples 
for such “rich” data theories are Peano’s arithmetic, the specification of LISP 
and finite (or arbitrary) set theory with or without urelements. The answer to 
this question is that if the data theory ensures codability of finite sequences 
then Floyd-Hoare method hFH becomes as strong as Pnueli’s h q q s f p  which 
in turn remains still strictly weaker than the new methods mentioned above.

T h eo rem  2.31
m o d u l o  P e a n o ’s

( h F H  □  1 - 0 0 5  D  ^ q q s f p < o  ( c e r t a i n  n e w  m e t h o d s ) )  j  a r i t h m e t i c

f o r  d a t a
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This theorem is proved in detail in Sain [85], but the equivalences follow from 
Andreka & Nemeti [8 ], [9] or [16], while the inequality follows from Theorem 
2.34. □

Theorem 5.1 (iv) of Sain [8 6 ], p. 312 contains more information on the 
“<□ (certain new methods)” part above, and Theorem 5.1 (vi) in the same 
paper is the total correctness version of the above theorem.

At this point a further characterization result can be presented. Namely 
let |-HAREL be the inference system of (standard) dynamic logic as presented 
in Harel [45] and also in Def. 10 on p. 493 of Sain [80].

T heorem  2.32
modulo Peano’s

Î_h a r e l = q (ind+peano’s arithmetic for time)) j  arithmetic

for data

This follows from two theorems of Harel and Sain, see [45], Thm. 5, p. 496 
and [8 6 ], Thm. 5.1(v), p. 312. Actually Thm.5 of [8 6 ] gives a more general 
characterization of |-HAREL too, namely w.r.t. all statements of programs ex-
pressible in standard dynamic logic. Instead of recalling that characterization 
in full detail, we mention that it uses, besides (Ind  +  Tord)} a restricted form 
of Ex  defined in Section 2.4.2 below, together with three-sorted induction on 
data Diag (i.e. the same as Ind  but for D instead of T) which is sometimes 
called “structural induction” . We note that full Ex  would be too strong. □

Motivated by the above results, Gergely and Ury raised the question ([40]) 
whether (hFH =□ \~f t )/(- • •) remains true if Peano’s arithmetic on data is re-
placed with some weaker data theory. In particular, they suggested linear 
ordering of data (and for the case when this would not be sufficient they sug-
gested adding Diag (see Section 2.4.2) too, in order to be able to recover the 
fullest possible power of the so called method of well founded relation). The 
answer is Theorem 2.33.

T heorem  2.33 (Andreka [6 ])

(hFH<ol-0 O5 ) j (modulo linear ordering on data-f- Diag).

The proof is that of the main result of [6 ]. □

We conjecture that the methods in Sain [92] can be refined to generalize 
Theorem 2.33 to

0~OOS<o \~o q s f ) j (modulo linear ordering on data).
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2.4.2 Quantifying over flexible variables
In temporal logic it is not absurd to introduce new variables yt- (i Gw) ranging 
over the domain I  C T D of individuals changing in time. Consider for example 
the sentence “There is a quantity yo which changes whenever the temperature 
does but this yo is always greater than 100.” This translates to a formula of 
the form 3yo<p. We have to distinguish the new flexible variables y,- (i £ u;) 
from our rigid variables (i £ u;). We obtain an extended language Fd where 
Fd C Fd, and the y,s may occur in Fd exactly as the c,s may in Fd. Actually, 
F  ̂ is obtained from Fj by replacing C  with C  U {y» : i £ a;}, and then adding 
<P € F2d = >  3ynp £ F2d if i £ u). Fd is the smallest set with this property. The 
Kripke models of F  ̂ are classical three-sorted structures M  =  (T, D, 7, / , ) ,e 
where (T, D, £ Mod<j, and I  is a set of functions mapping T  into D , i.e.
7 C T D. Usually {/,• : i £ a;} C 7 is assumed. So the flexible constants c,- 
denote elements of the universe 7. Let us denote this extended temporal logic 
permitting quantification over flexible variables y,- with

In the early papers by Sain [76], [77] and Andreka et al. this generalized 
temporal logic was called “intensional logic” , the reason for which is indicated 
in Janssen [48].

In the framework of this extended temporal logic more programs can be 
proved correct than in the ones without flexible quantification. If we apply 
correspondence theory to this extended temporal logic FT2, we obtain a clas-
sical three-sorted logic suitable for reasoning about programs (among other 
dynamical phenomena) called nonstandard logics of programs (NLP) in the 
literature, cf. Andreka et al. and Sain [13], [15], [16], [84], [8 6 ], [87] etc.

Using NLP, i.e. the extended temporal logic FT2, it is easy to construct 
program verification methods strictly stronger than Pnueli’s temporal logics 
of programs. Some of these strong methods have been defined in terms of 
temporal logics like FT2 (see Andreka et al. [15], [16]). An example for a 
program, the partial correctness of which is provable by such a strong method 
but not provable by Pnueli’s method, is: a program verifier for LISP programs. 
A more mundane example is a proof checker for theorems about LISP or about 
Peano’s arithmetic. Some of these new methods remain strictly stronger than 
Pnueli’s one even if the data theory ensures codability of finite sequences (e.g. 
if it contains Peano’s arithmetic).

In more detail, (Ind+ Tpa + Ex) is a set of axioms in the three-sorted clas-
sical first-order language of NLP (i.e. of (T, D, 7, discussed above). E x , 
“existence axioms” , postulates the existence of those elements of 7 which are 
definable by first-order three-sorted formulas. In traditional logic Ex  is usually 
called a comprehension schema, see [18], §D.4.5 (p. 937). More concretely, if 
M  — (T, D, 7, fi)i£u, with 7 C TD being a third sort of M , and (p(z, x) is a for-
mula (in the first-order language of M )  with M  [= (<pVt £ T)(3x  £ D)<p(t, x)
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then E x  postulates the existence of a y £ I  with M  f= (<pVt E T)(p(t, y(t)). 
Further, let us recall from Definition 2.11 that Tpa abbreviates “Peano’s ax-
ioms for the time scale T  expanded with 4 - and x ” . (Note that “Peano’s 
axioms for the data domain D ”, in short “Peano’s arithmetic for data” , is 
disjoint from Tpa since it speaks about a different sort of M .)

T heorem  2.34 (Sain 1983a)

(a) ^©Os f p < u  (Ind  +  Tpa) <□ (Ind  +  Tpa +  E x ), and

modulo Peano’s

(b) {(Ind 4 - Tpa) <□ (Ind  4 - Tpa 4- Ex)) j  arithmetic

for data □

One concludes that (Ind+Tpa+Ex) is strictly stronger than the strongest 
proof system T2 studied in Abadi [1], [2], [3], Abadi k, Manna [5], Manna & 
Pnueli [62] etc. because theorems therein state that h ra<D (Ind + Tpa). (This 
fact, however, entails no kind of value judgement one way or other.)

Actually we have a strictly increasing infinite hierarchy of methods between 
\ - q q s f p  and (Ind  4- Ex) (even modulo Peano’s arithmetic for data!).

T heorem  2.35 (Sain 1983)

where Y,nEx  postulates Ex  only for those formulas <p(t} x) in which the prenex 
complexity of quantifiers over sort I  is at most £ n . This statement holds 
“modulo Peano’s arithmetic for data” too. Further, it remains valid if we add 
Tpa to every axiom system in it (besides Peano’s arithmetic for data). □

A proof is given in Sain [85], but for completeness we note that the proof of 
Theorem 2.34 can be refined (using ideas in Remark 8.7 of [16]) to prove this 
theorem; further, another outline of the proof is available in Hajek [44].

R em ark

The literature often considers I  as a second-order sort, and then 12nE x is called 
EJ-comprehension, see [18], p. 937.

Theorems 2.34 and 2.35 above can be used to conclude that:

Adding flexible variables (y,-, i E see in Section 2.2.3) to tempo-
ral logic (\~q q s f  o r  t - Q Q S F p )  increases its proof theoretic power 
profoundly (if the axioms Ex  are postulated for these new vari-
ables).
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More material on the subject of this section is found in Biro & Sain [23], 
[86], §5, [85], Hajek [44] and Gergely & Ury [40].

Until now we have characterized and compared formal systems w.r.t. peas. 
One can treat provability of eventualities (like total correctness assertions) in 
NLP, as well as other kinds of statements about programs, see e.g. Sain [86], 
[80], [91]. The following result is an illustration for this.

First we note that, when used for proving eventualities, the intermittent 
assertions method as well as Pnueli’s method are understood to be extended 
with a structural induction principle Diag acting on the data domain. The 
following theorem is formulated with this implicit understanding. This will be 
discussed in more detail later in this section.

T h eo rem  2.36 (Sain 1983a, 1987) From the point of view of total correct-
ness assertions, intermittent assertions method is strictly weaker than Pnueli’s 
method. But the difference between the powers of these two methods disap-
pears if we assume that the data theory ensures codability of finite sequences 
(e.g. if it contains Peano’s arithmetic).

The equivalence part of this theorem is proved in Sain [86]. The inequiva-
lence part follows from the Sain’s proof of Thm. 2.3. To see this, one can check 
that provability from the stronger system considered in that theorem there im-
plies provability by Pnueli’s method in that special concrete case which was 
used there for establishing inequivalence. □

A characterization of the IAM from the point of view of total correctness 
assertions (teas) is given in Theorems 2.7 and 4.2.4 of Sain [86] under the as-
sumption that the data theory (or equivalently specification) contains Peano’s 
axioms (postulated for the data sort, of course). See also p. 286, lines 16-17 
of [86]. It seems likely that the condition that the data theory has to con-
tain Peano’s arithmetic can be eliminated from Sain’s characterization if we 
change the frame of characterization slightly. Namely, the assertion “the pro-
gram p terminates” was represented (in the formalism of NLP) by Sain by 
saying that “p has an execution sequence which terminates” . If instead, we 
use the statement saying “every execution sequence of p terminates” , we get 
a slightly different representation of teas. We conjecture that under this new 
representation the characterizations in Sain can be improved.

In Sain, the key device for handling total correctness and termination is 
the three-sorted structural induction Diag formulated in the language of NLP 
as well as in first-order temporal logic with flexible variables. Here, Dia ab-
breviates Data induction axioms, while g is that part of d which plays the role 
of {0, succ} in number theoretic induction. (This axiom scheme also appears 
in Manna & Pnueli [61].) The school represented by Abadi & Manna [5] and 
Abadi [1], [2], [3] studies the same subject we do in Section 2.4, namely (com-
parison and characterization of) the proof theoretic powers of various temporal
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logics. However, exactly as we did in Section 2 .2 , they concentrate on prov-
ability of arbitrary temporal formulas as opposed to that of special kinds of 
program properties such as peas, teas, etc. One might think that this gen-
eral kind of investigation renders studies of provabilities of special program 
properties such as the subject of this section superfluous, since teas are special 
temporal formulas. Actually, this view seems to be implied in [2], §8 , see also
[1], pp. 123, 129. However, putting the results in [1], [2], [3] together with those 
in Sain [8 6 ], apparently disproves this view the following way. By [1], [2], [3], 
all the temporal inference systems in [1], [2], [3], [5] are sound for the semantics 
“(/nd+ T pa) =̂” . However, by Sain, no inference system sound for (Ind+ Tpa) 
can prove nontrivial teas (more concretely, (Ind+ Tpa ) in itself does not imply 
any nontrivial tea). The reasons for this are basically the same as the ones 
explained in the celebrated historical Kfoury & Park paper [53]. The modifica-
tion in Sain of the earlier argument is the following: Kfoury and Park conclude 
that termination is an essentially higher-order property. [8 6 ] shows that this 
higher-orderness can be eliminated by using the nonstandard second-order sort 
I  thus making a higher-order property first-order (but many-sorted) (The idea 
of course comes from Henkin’s historical nonstandard higher-order logic.) A 
key step is that we have to postulate structural induction Diag for all sorts 
(especially for the nonstandard second-order one I). These considerations (to-
gether with the further subtleties discovered in Sain [8 6 ]) based on the classical 
Kfoury & Park ideas point in the direction that the investigations in [1], [2], 
[3 ], [5 ] cannot replace (or generalize) the ones initiated and pursued in [8 6 ], 
[78], Luezas et al. 1985, [80]. The above observations do not diminish the 
importance of the research direction advocated in the quoted works of Abadi 
and Manna, namely the direction reported and pursued in Section 2.2.

Many works in computer science logics, when dealing with proving even-
tualities, emphasize the principle of well founded orderings, see e.g. §1 1 1 .1 0  of 
Kroger [55] or the total correctness section of Gergely & Ury [40]. Well founded 
relations are only one of the many equivalent tools for providing induction, as 
it is well known, cf. e.g. Cohn [29]. The point here, as well as in the quoted 
literature, is that we use induction on data (structural induction) as opposed 
to induction on time (computational induction). (The former is important 
for proving eventualities, the latter for invariance properties.) Therefore this 
principle of well founded relations (on data!) is the same as Diag discussed 
above, introduced in the 1979 version of Andreka et al. [13] for computer sci-
ence first-order temporal logic to treat eventualities. (Therein the notation 
D IA  was used for Dtag.) Therefore Theorem 2.36 as well as the other results 
in Sain [78], [8 6 ] apply to the well founded framework in Kroger [55] and to 
any other form of induction on the data domain. See also Theorem 2.33 and 
the remarks preceding it, in this connection.

T heorem  2.37 b©o s f p  is complete and sound for M dcl(Ind-\-Tord) from 
the point of view of provability of all properties of deterministic programs.
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This is not true for Hq q s f  in place of h©o s f p -

Proof: Available from the authors, but see also Sain [92]. □

Certain important aspects of temporal logic were onitted from this chapter 
(for lack of space) for these see e.g. van Benthem [22] and Venema [102]. Also, 
while Theo Janssen’s work on model theoretic semantics of natural languages 
was mentioned, the important convergence phenomenon between dynamic logic 
(e.g. as conceived in Sain [80] and Pratt [74]) coming from computer science 
and its applications in semantics and natural languages, see e.g. van Benthem 
[2 1 ] was left out almost completely.
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